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Abstract
The numerical simulation of liquefaction is a highly nonlinear problem. Due to these facts
predicting the effect of soil liquefaction is extremely difficult. The aim of this thesis is to
investigate the effect of a cyclic loading and liquefaction on underground circular gas pipelines.
The numerical analysis was made in the finite difference software, FLAC 2D.
The first part focuses on understanding the modelling concepts necessary to provide an accurate
model to describe the phenomenon. Such concepts are the mechanism of the nonlinear-elastic
constitutive model invoked by hysteretic damping, pore water pressure generation, shear wave
propagation in 1D condition. Then, different lateral boundary conditions are put into
comparison, namely free-field boundary condition and tied node boundary condition with
attach command or with rigid beam.
Secondly, the behaviour of a gas pipeline in a liquefiable sand layer was studied. The influence
of the phenomenon of the pipeline in terms of horizontal, vertical displacements and evolution
in stresses are shown.
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Nomenclature
Latin alphabet:
A: amplitudes of waves traveling at upward
Aloop: area of the hysteretic loop
B: amplitudes of waves traveling at downward
CSR: cyclic stress ratio
C1: constant for Finn model
C2: constant for Finn model
Cs: shear wave velocity
f: frequency
f0: fundamental frequency
G: secant shear stiffness
G0: initial (maximum) shear stiffness
H: height of the soil layer
i: horizontal zone index
IP: plasticity index
j: vertical zone index
k: wave number
k*: complex wave number
K: drained bulk modulus
L1: low logarithmic strain level, where the slope of the “S” curve is zero
L2: high logarithmic strain level, where the slope of the “S” curve is zero
Δl: element size
Ms: shear dependent normalized secant shear modulus
n: soil porosity
N: number of cycles
Nliq: number of cycles required to reach liquefaction
p: pore water pressure
p’: effective confining pressure
ru: excess pore water pressure ratio
s: saturation
u: pore water pressure at a given zone
vs: shear wave velocity
WD: dissipated energy
WS: maximum strain energy
Greek alphabet:
α: Biot coefficient (=1 for saturated soils)
ε: volumetric strain increment
εvd: accumulated irrecoverable volume strain
Δεvd: variation of volume
VII

φ1; φ2: inclination of refracted wave at upper and lower soil layer
ζ: damping ratio
γ: strain level
λ: wavelength associated with the highest significant frequency component
ρ: soil density
ρd: dry soil density
ρs: saturated soil density
ρw: water density
σh: horizontal earth pressure
σm: mean total stress
σv: vertical earth pressure
σ’v0: effective confining pressure
τcyc: cyclic shear stress
τs: applied shear stress
𝜏̅: normalized shear stress
𝜔: circular frequency of the motion
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1 Introduction
Liquefaction is a highly complex phenomenon and produces devastating effect during
earthquake.
The building codes in many countries require engineers to consider the effects of soil
liquefaction in the design of new buildings and infrastructure such as bridges, embankment
dams and retaining structures. But the high complexity of the phenomenon makes for these
building codes really hard to estimate the real behaviour of the soil and the response of the
structure, therefore for detailed investigations numerical analysis is made.
As one of the biggest energy resource, natural gas is used, which are transferred through
pipelines inside the soil. Since the damage of the pipelines would consequent in a highly
dangerous outcome, and also since in Portugal there is a high risk of an earthquake occurrence,
it is important to investigate the effect of liquefaction on these structural elements.
The scope of the thesis is to investigate the effect of liquefaction with FLAC, a finite difference
software, providing an accurate numerical analysis to discover the problem.
To do so, great effort was made to find the correct boundary conditions for such a problem.
First, a single element was investigated, in order to find out the extends and limitations of the
linear and nonlinear elastic-perfect plastic constitutive model. This is followed by introducing
pore water pressure generation, thus liquefaction to the element.
After a 1D model was used to study shear wave propagation and pore water pressure generation.
Also, in this section great effort was made to identify the most suitable boundary conditions
which describes the phenomenon most accurately.
2D model was made with and without the pipeline. It was intended to find out how the tube is
influenced in terms of stresses and displacements due liquefaction.
Finally, the conclusions are made considering the results gained through the work.
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2 Seismic site effects, dynamic soil properties, liquefaction
2.1 Introduction to seismic site effects
The earthquake is a global phenomenon, which is caused by the failure of the rock mass during
the movement of the continental plates. As the waves propagate, they travel through a fairly
uniform rock continuum, until arriving near to the surface, where the magnitude and content of
the earthquake can alter significantly. Meaning that often the seismic waves travel hundreds of
kilometres, and yet the effect of the top 100m of soil layer has more effect on it, than the rock
mass, especially when the soil in question is composed by alluvium deposit. Taking Mexico
City as example, the rupture occurred Pacific coast, and still the biggest damage was taken by
the city 360km away, due to the amplification effect cause by the soft clay layer. When the
motion is propagating upwards from the bedrock, depending on the frequency content of the
earthquake, it can be amplified or attenuated. Through analytical equations it is shown, that in
the case of undamped soil, there is no attenuation, on the other hand, theoretically the
amplification can be infinite. That points out to the significance of this phenomena, which is
called site effect.

2.2 Wave propagation
As it was mentioned, when the waves reach the examined site, they can alter significantly in
many ways, due to the characteristics of the soil layers beneath. At the border of two soil layer,
the propagating wave will be partially reflected and partially refracted. According to the Snelllaw, the ratio of the inclination of a refracted wave (from the vertical axes) can be expressed
the following way:
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑1
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑2

𝑣

= 𝑣1
2

(2.1.)

Where:
• φ1; φ2: inclination of refracted wave at upper and lower soil layer
• v1; v2: shear wave velocity of upper and lower soil layer
Since the shear wave velocity is most likely decreasing as the confining pressure, therefore the
depth of the layer decreases, it can be stated, that as the wave propagating from the rigid rock
to the upper soil layers, the refraction of the waves will be close to 0° of inclination. That allows
the hypothesis during 1D modelling to assume a completely vertically propagating wave in an
infinitely extended soil-bedrock surface.

3

Figure 2.1. Representation of wave refraction through layers (Gomes P.C. (2018))

The difference in ground response between soil layers are often expressed by the transfer
function, which practically a ratio of the response parameters (such as displacement, velocity,
acceleration, shear stress etc.) between two given points in frequency domain. This method is
based on superposition, therefore important note has to be taken, that the use of transfer function
is valid just in linear elastic domain. In order to evaluate it, dynamic soil properties are used.
In order to evaluate the transfer function, the dynamic soil properties are used, and will be
introduced in the following segment.

2.3 Dynamic soil properties
When the soil is subjected to a symmetric cyclic shear loading, it will result in a hysteretic loop,
in terms of a shear stress-strain diagram (Figure 2.2). The shear-stiffness of the soil can be
determined by the ratio of shear stress and strain, and through a cycle of loading will vary at
every point. Since it is hard to interpret a property which changes this significantly, another
stiffness parameter is used, the so-called secant stiffness modulus, Gsec, which is the average
value over the entire loop, evaluated from its maximum shear stress and shear strain. Another
important attribute of the loop is its area. The larger the area of the loop is, the larger amount
of energy dissipates during the cycle. The energy dissipating ability of the soil is evaluated with
the help of the damping ratio the following way:
𝑊

1

𝐴

𝐷
𝜉 = 4𝜋∙𝑊
= 2𝜋 ∙ 𝐺 𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑝
∙𝛾2
𝑠

𝑠𝑒𝑐 𝑐

Where:
•
•

WD: dissipated energy
WS: maximum strain energy

4

(2.2)

•

Aloop: area of the hysteretic loop

Figure 2.2. Typical hysteretic loop, with the equivalent linear material parameters represented (Gomes P.C. (2018))

Laboratory tests has shown, that the secant modulus is the highest, at the lowest strain
amplitudes, and as the shear strain increases, so will the secant modulus decrease. To represent
this phenomenon, a so called “Backbone-curve” was created, where each point of the curve
stands for a secant-modulus, corresponding to the given shear strain. Another aspect to show
this behaviour is through the stiffness degradation curve, where the ratio of the secant shear
stiffness and the initial (or maximum) shear stiffness is plotted against the shear strain in
logarithmic scale (Figure 2.3).

Figure 2.3. Backbone curve (left) and normalised stiffness degradation curve (right) (Gomes P.C. (2018))

Dobry and Vucetic (1987) and Sun et al. (1988) concluded, that the modulus reduction curve is
highly dependent on the plasticity index IP, and also according to Iwasaki et al. (1978) and
Kokoshu (1980) on effective confining pressure in the case of soil with low plasticity index.
Knowing this, a series of laboratory test was made, by Ishibashi and Zhang (1993), and with
the help of it, they managed to obtain the following correlation, to evaluate the evolution of
stiffness and damping degradation:
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𝐺
𝐺0

𝜉 = 0.333

= 𝐾(𝛾, 𝐼𝑃)(𝑝′)𝑚(𝛾,𝐼𝑃)−𝑚0

1+𝑒𝑥𝑝(−0.0145𝐼𝑃 1.3 )
2

(2.3.)

𝐺 2

𝐺

[0.586 (𝐺 ) − 1.547 𝐺 + 1]
0

0

0.00012+𝑛(𝐼𝑃) 0.492

𝐾(𝛾, 𝐼𝑃) = 0.5 [1 + 𝑡𝑔ℎ (𝑙𝑛 (

𝛾

0.000556 0.4

𝑚(𝛾, 𝐼𝑃) − 𝑚0 = 0.272 [1 − 𝑡𝑔ℎ (𝑙𝑛 (

𝛾

)

)

)]

)] 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−0.0145𝐼𝑃1.3 )

0 𝑠𝑒 𝐼𝑃 = 0
3.37 × 10 × 𝐼𝑃1.404 𝑠𝑒 0 < 𝐼𝑃 ≤ 15
𝑛(𝐼𝑃) = {
}
7.0 × 10−7 × 𝐼𝑃1.976 𝑠𝑒 15 < 𝐼𝑃 ≤ 70
2.7 × 10−5 × 𝐼𝑃1.115 𝑠𝑒 𝐼𝑃 > 70
−6

Where:
• G: secant shear stiffness
• G0: initial (maximum) shear stiffness
• ξ: damping at a given strain level
• p’: effective confining pressure
• IP: plasticity index
• γ: strain level
During the research the correlation of Ishibashi and Zhang (1993) was used to determine the
stiffness and damping degradation curves.

2.4 Evaluation of transfer function
The transfer function can be derived for most of the geotechnical cases from the simplest:
Uniform Undamped Soil on Rigid Rock, to the more complicated ones, such as Layered,
Damped Soil on Elastic Rock. During the later phase of the research, at the numerical models
either uniform or layered damped soil was considered on elastic or rigid rock, therefore these
cases will be investigated furthermore.
In case of Uniform Damped Soil on Rigid Rock analytical solution takes the following shape:
|𝐹(𝜔)| =

1
√𝑐𝑜𝑠2 (𝑘𝐻)+(𝜁𝑘𝐻)2

Where:
•
•
•
•
•

𝑘: wave number
𝜔: circular frequency of the motion
vs: shear wave velocity of a soil layer
H: height of the soil layer
ξ: soil damping
6

=

1
√𝑐𝑜𝑠2 (𝜔𝐻/𝑣𝑠 )+[𝜁𝜔𝐻/𝑣𝑠 ]2

(2.4.)

It is interesting to see, that the value of transfer function will have a local peak, every time the
term with cosines reaches zero, therefore when kH=π/2+nπ. But due to the damping, there will
never be infinite amplification. The higher the damping is, the lower will be the maximum
amplification. Also, it is visible, that as the wave number, or from another aspect, as the
frequency increases, so will the term with the damping. It means, that the highest response will
be for cos2(kH) tend to reach zero at the first time. The frequency correspondent to this response
is called the first mode of vibration, or the natural frequency of the soil. As the frequency
increases, and the soil and the motion will be in resonance again, the 2 nd, 3th, nth mode of
vibration is reached, but each one of them will have less and less effect, until this phenomenon
diminishes (Figure 2.4.)

Figure 2.4. Representation of the change in transfer function due to increasing damping (Kramer S. L. (1996)):

The nth natural frequency can be calculated according to the following equation:
𝜔𝑛 ≈

𝑣𝑠
𝐻

𝜋

∙ (2 + 𝑛 ∙ 𝜋)

(2.5.)

Consequently, when n=1 the natural frequency of the soil is obtained.
More complex, and common case, when one is considering Layered, Damped Soil on Elastic
or Rigid Rock. In that case, as the name implies, multiple soil layer is considered, and the
underlying soil layer is not necessarily rigid. When the bedrock is so stiff, that it can be
considered as a rigid boundary, the downward propagating waves from the soil layers will be
completely reflected from it, trapping all of the elastic wave energy in the soil. The softer the
rock, the more energy from the propagating waves will be transmitted through the boundary,
which (if the rock layer extend to a depth deep enough) will eventually dissipate through
material and radial damping. That will cause the decrease of the surface wave amplitude, since
the waves are no longer trapped, the energy can propagate both upward, and downward. When
there are multiple soil layers, or the bottom rock layer is not rigid, this phenomenon is taken
into consideration in terms of evaluating transfer function.
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Figure 2.5. Schematic figure of wave propagation in the case of layered damped soil on elastic rock (Kramer S. L.
(1996))

Still this approach is valid only in elastic region, which material behaviour most likely won’t
occur during an earthquake. In order to take the nonlinear behaviour of the soil into account, a
so called linear-equivalent method is used.
It is well known that the horizontal displacements can be evaluated the following way:
∗

∗

𝑢𝑗 (𝑧𝑗 , 𝑡) = (𝐴𝑗 ∙ 𝑒 𝑖𝑘𝑗 𝑧𝑗 + 𝐵𝑗 ∙ 𝑒 −𝑖𝑘𝑗 𝑧𝑗 )𝑒 𝑖𝜔𝑡

(2.6.)

Where:
•
•

𝑢: horizontal displacement at the point in question
𝐴, 𝐵: amplitudes of waves traveling at upward and downward direction along
height “z”
• k*: complex wave number
• 𝜔: circular frequency of the motion
And the index “j” refers to the fact, that a multiple layered system is investigated.
The ratio in displacement at the layer “j” and “j+1” will give the transfer function itself,
following the fundamental logic of transfer function. For the calculation k*, z and ω are fixed,
assuming that the soil parameters are known, as well as the height of the layers. Therefore, the
remaining parameters to be defined are Aj and Bj, the amplitudes of the upward and downward
propagating waves. Considering the boundary conditions, the wave amplitudes at the layer j+1
are given by the following equations:
1

𝐺𝑗∗ ∙𝑘𝑗∗

𝐴𝑗+1 = 2 𝐴𝑗 (1 + 𝐺∗

∗
𝑗+1 ∙𝑘𝑗+1

1

𝐺𝑗∗ ∙𝑘𝑗∗

𝐵𝑗+1 = 2 𝐴𝑗 (1 − 𝐺∗

∗
𝑗+1 ∙𝑘𝑗+1

∗

1

𝐺𝑗∗ ∙𝑘𝑗∗

) 𝑒 𝑖𝑘𝑗 𝑧𝑗 + 2 𝐵𝑗 (1 − 𝐺 ∗

∗
𝑗+1 ∙𝑘𝑗+1

∗

1

𝐺𝑗∗ ∙𝑘𝑗∗

) 𝑒 𝑖𝑘𝑗 𝑧𝑗 + 2 𝐵𝑗 (1 + 𝐺∗

∗
𝑗+1 ∙𝑘𝑗+1

Where G* is the complex shear modulus.
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∗

)𝑒 −𝑖𝑘𝑗 𝑧𝑗
∗

)𝑒 −𝑖𝑘𝑗 𝑧𝑗

(2.7.)

(2.8.)

Evaluating the system of equations from layer to layer, with the help of the boundary conditions,
the transfer function can be evaluated. From site investigations, and from laboratory tests, the
soil properties are known, including the stiffness and damping degradation curves of the layers,
which describes the nonlinear behaviour of the soil.
Usually the earthquake motion is given by an accelerogram, in terms of ground acceleration.
From this acceleration one can define the displacements in frequency domain:
𝑢̈ (𝜔)
𝜔2

= 𝑢(𝜔)

(2.9.)

It is also well known that the shear strain can be obtained by the derivation of displacements as
following:
𝛾=

𝑑𝑢(𝜔)

(2.10.)

𝑑𝑧

Using the inverse FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) the shear strain will be in time domain,
therefore the time history of a given layer will be obtained. For a given and ξ. the horizontal
displacement can be calculated according to eq. (2.11). Deriving this equation leads to:
𝛾=

𝑑𝑢𝑗
𝑑𝑧

∗

∗

= (𝑖𝑘𝑗∗ ∙ 𝐴𝑗 ∙ 𝑒 𝑘𝑗 𝑧𝑗 − 𝑖𝑘𝑗∗ ∙ 𝐵𝑗 ∙ 𝑒 −𝑘𝑗 𝑧𝑗 )𝑒 𝑖𝜔𝑡

(2.11.)

Therefore, from the estimated stiffness and damping one can derive the transfer function, and
the corresponding shear strain for each layer. Then the G and ξ values are investigated, which
are corresponding to that shear strain value at the stress degradation curve and damping
degradation curve, and do repeat the calculation again, until a threshold value is reached, which
is within the range of the margin error.

Figure 2.6. Iteration process for linear equivalent method on typical stiffness, damping degradation curves (Kramer
S. L. (1996))

The same procedure is used by softwares, such as DEEPSOIL, SHAKE and STRATA. In this
thesis DEEPSOIL was used out from the three mentioned programs.
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2.5 Soil liquefaction
Liquefaction is an extreme phenomenon due to build-up of pore water pressure through
volumetric decrease, induced by monotonic or cyclic loads. The soil particles receive the load,
in response they will tend to fill the voids. The water gets compressed, so the water pressure
will increase, which pushes away the particles. That will lead to the decrease of effective
stresses, which eventually reach the zero value.

Figure 2.7. Representation of liquefaction phenomenon (https://www.britannica.com/science/soil-liquefaction)

The state criteria also play an important role in terms of liquefaction, therefore the stress and
density characteristics of the soil at the time of the earthquake. Since it was stated, that the key
motion during liquefaction is the volume change, it can be admitted that the void ratio of the
soil have be taken into consideration. With the help of series of lab results, Casagrande (1936)
has proved, that if a loose and dense sample is taken from a given type of soil, under the same
confining pressure they will sheared to large strains at the same density. The dense sample
dilates during this procedure, while the loose sample is contracted, but at failure, they will arrive
to the same void ratio, which is called the critical void ratio (CVR), ec. As the confining
pressure changes, so will the critical void ratio, which indicates that by plotting the void ratio
in function of effective confining pressure, a CVR line can be represented, which defines
whether the soil will dilate or contract due to shearing, therefore whether it is a loose or a dense
sample. If the soil in question is loose, due to the shearing it will suffer volume decrease,
therefore if it is saturated, it will lead to pore water pressure generation. For that reason, the
CVR line is also used to distinguish whether the soil have or do not have liquefaction potential.
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Figure 2.8. Behaviour of initially loose and dense specimens under drained and undrained conditions for arithmetic
(left) and logarithmic (right) effective confining pressure (Kramer S. L. (1996))
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3 Numerical simulation
3.1 Introduction
In this work, the explicit finite difference software called FLAC (Fast Lagrangian Analysis of
Continua) was used. As constitutive model, elastic – perfectly plastic material behaviour was
adopted in a total stress analysis. Through this chapter it was intended to investigate the
mechanism and limitations of the constitutive model.

3.2 Single element: Linear-elastic vs Nonlinear-elastic
In this section a single-element analysis was made to show the main features of model response.
First, the extends and limitation of the linear elastic-perfectly plastic constitutive model was
studied. Then, by adding nonlinearity to the elastic part, a better, strain dependent representation
of the stiffness and damping degradation curves was achieved.

Figure 3.1. Representation of the model

The model consisted one zone, with vertical fixities and no restrains in horizontal direction.
(Figure 3.1). At the bottom of the model, a harmonic motion was defined as an accelerationtime history, with increasing amplitude from 1 to 32, and constant (f=0,5 Hz) frequency (Figure
3.2). This way it was possible to examine the response in low, medium and high strain rate.
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Figure 3.2. Acting motion at the top of the sample

Within the zone the soil was taken into consideration with the properties shown in Table 3.1:
Table 3.1. Soil properties used for verification

γ [kN/m3]

γ
[kN/m3]

E [Mpa]

ν [-]

G [MPa]

Vs [m/s]

cu [kPa]

20

20

20

0,2

8,3

64,6

20

With the soil properties presented above, it can be seen, that the cohesion of 20 kPa defines the
strength of the material, there is no friction angle defined. Therefore, plastic behaviour is
expected, when τ=20kPa is reached, regardless of the confining pressure.
3.2.1 Linear elastic-perfectly plastic model
During the verification first, a linear elastic-perfectly plastic constitutive model, with Mohr
Coulomb failure criteria was investigated. At Figure 3.3 one can see, that until amplitude 16,
the model stays in linear elastic range. On the other hand, when the amplitude is increased to
32, the model is reaching the plastic plateau.
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Figure 3.3. Stress strain curves in plastic region: Linear elastic-perfectly plastic model (Amplitude of the motion: 1; 2;
4; 8; 16; 32)

3.2.2 Nonlinear elastic-perfectly plastic model
FLAC provides a built-in model, which supplement the linear-elastic perfect plastic model and
provides a nonlinear elastic behaviour. Therefore, the yield surface is still defined by the MohrCoulomb failure-criterium, with no hardening.
This is developed by creating an S-shaped modulus reduction curve by a cubic equation, with
zero slope at both low and high strain the following way:
𝑀𝑠 = 𝑠 2 ∙ (3 − 2𝑠)
𝐿 −𝐿

𝑠 = 𝐿 2−𝐿
2

𝜏̅
𝛾

1

= 𝑀𝑠

𝜏̅ =

𝜏
𝐺0

Where:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ms: shear dependent normalized secant shear modulus
s: auxiliary variable
L1: low logarithmic strain level, where the slope of the “S” curve is zero
L2: high logarithmic strain level, where the slope of the “S” curve is zero
𝜏̅: normalized shear stress
γ: shear strain
G0: small strain shear modulus
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(3.1.)

Apart from hysteretic damping, also a small amount of Rayleigh-damping was adopted, since
at low level cyclic strain levels there is almost no energy dissipation during hysteretic damping,
which is unrealistic.
Rayleigh-damping is a combination of two frequency dependent components: a stiffness
proportional term, and a mass proportional term. Although Rayleigh-damping is a frequency
dependent damping, despite the fact that for soils, damping is a frequency independent
phenomenon, over a limited frequency range, a frequency independent response can be
obtained, as it is visible in Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4. Variation of normalized critical damping ratio with angular frequency (Itasca Consulting Group Inc.
FLAC (2011))

Usually this frequency range is calibrated for the first mode of vibration of the model, since it
holds most likely the biggest impact to the response.
In the model described above this will lead to the following frequency:
𝑣

𝑓0 = 4𝐻𝑠 = 16𝐻𝑧

(3.2.)

Where:
• f0: fundamental frequency
• vs: shear wave velocity of the soil
• H: model height
Summarising the informations above, 2% of Rayleigh damping were adopted at 16Hz
frequency.
Yet again, first the low strain rate was investigated, therefore the investigation was made in the
non-linear elastic range.
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Figure 3.5. Stress strain curves in elastic region: nonlinear elastic-perfectly plastic model (Amplitude of the motion: 1;
2; 4; 8; 16; 32)

In Figure 3.5 it can be seen a hysteretic loop, that qualitatively look similar to the loops obtained
in laboratory tests. The phenomenon shows the effect of damping, the dissipated energy which
corresponds to the area of each cycle, which was zero in the previous case. Also, one can see
the degradation in stiffness, since the secant modulus of each cycle is decreasing with the
increase of amplitude, therefore with the increase of strain level.
The same phenomenon can be observed, when the amplitude of the motion is increased (Figure
3.6). Unlike the previous case, when the amplitude is set to 32, it can be seen, that due to the
energy dissipation, the response does not reach the 20kPa threshold value. The obtained strains
are considerably higher, than before, but despite the deceiving strain level, the perfect-plastic
state had been not reached, according to the constitutive model.

Figure 3.6. Stress strain curves in plastic region: nonlinear elastic-perfectly plastic model (Amplitude of the motion: 1;
2; 4; 8; 16; 32)

Finally, from the FLAC results, comparison was made against the model’s theoretical stiffness
degradation curve, which was adjusted to a stiffness-degradation curve obtained by the
17

Ishibashi& Zhang (1993) correlation. For effective confining pressure p’0=100kPa and for
plasticity index Ip=0 (sandy soil) was considered.

Figure 3.7. Stiffness degradation curve obtained by the Ishibashi& Zhang correlation in comparison with FLAC
results

Since the initial shear modulus G0 is a defined parameter in FLAC, and from each cycle the
secant modulus can be evaluated, the stiffness degradation can be obtained also from FLAC.

3.3 Simulation of pore water pressure build-up
Dynamic pore pressure generation of the soil is modelled with the Finn model (Itaska FLAC
manual (2011)), using the Byrne (1991) formulation. In this model the pore fluid responds to
changes in pore volume caused by the mechanical dynamic loading. The pressure of the fluid
increases and the effective stress acting on the grain matrix decreases. It is observed that pore
pressures would not increase if the test were done at constant volume; it is the transfer of
externally applied pressure from grains to fluid that accounts for the fluid pressure increase.
The adopted formulation has the main advantage that it requires only two parameters, C1 and
C2. In many cases, the latter can also be expressed in terms of C1, therefore only one
independent constant is needed. The parameter C1 is then obtained from the relative density
Dr, with the formula proposed by Byrne (1991). It is noted that the model cannot describe
dilation during cyclic mobility. Also, water flow between the nodes was not simulated. Given
the purpose of the research, it was deemed that this simple constitutive model was adequate in
order to assess the effect of liquefaction in fragility estimates.
Byrne (1991) formulation proposes the following approach:
∆𝜀𝑣𝑑
𝛾

= 𝐶1 ∙ 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝐶2 (
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𝜀𝑣𝑑
𝛾

))

(3.3.)

Where:
•
•
•
•

Δεvd: increment of volume decrease
εvd: accumulated irrecoverable volume strain
γ: cyclic shear-strain amplitude
C1: constant

•

C2: constant, which usually takes the value of

0,4
𝐶1

It is interesting to see, that as εvd increases, the magnitude of the negative exponent increases,
therefore the more irrecoverable volume strain is accumulated, the smaller will be the variation
in volume.
In addition, a third parameter, C3, sets the threshold shear strain (i.e., the limiting shear-strain
amplitude below which volumetric strain is not produced).
Knowing the variation of volume, the model correlates it with the pore water pressure and mean
total stress the following way:
∆𝜎𝑚 + 𝛼 ∙ ∆𝑝 = 𝐾(∆𝜖 + ∆𝜖𝑣𝑑 )

(3.4.)

Where:
• σm: mean total stress
• α: Biot coefficient (=1 for saturated soils)
• p: pore water pressure
• K: drained bulk modulus
• Δε: volumetric strain increment
In terms of representation, the model stores the maximum value of the pore water pressure
during the motion and updates it at each stress reversal. It results a stepping evolution, with
straight jumps at the stress reversals.
According to the Byrne (1991) equation C1 and C2 can be derived from relative density Dr:
𝐶1 = 7600 ∙ 𝐷𝑟 −2,5
𝐶2 =

0,40

(3.5.)
(3.6.)

𝐶1

Dr also can be derived the other way:
1/2

𝐷𝑟 = 15 ∙ (𝑁1 )60

(3.7.)

𝐶1 = 8,7 ∙ (𝑁1 )−1,25
60

(3.8.)

Therefore:
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The goal was to make a stable model, where the stress and pore water pressure evolution can
be followed through time. To do so yet again a single element was taken into consideration,
with a harmonic motion applied on it at the horizontal direction, similar as Figure 3.8 shows.
Note has to be taken, that this time, following the example of FLAC manual (2011) a velocity
time history was adapted. In every case the duration of the motion was acting on the sample in
a time interval enough to cause liquefaction in the soil.
For this analysis a simple shear test was simulated where the displacements at the vertical
direction are fixed at the bottom of the model, on the other hand movements at horizontal
direction are both fixed at the top and the bottom. First this approach would seem inconsistent,
since if all movement in “x” direction is fixed, then there should be no shear invoked during
calculation. In the software, if a motion is described in the gridpoints (not as an applied history
in the boundaries), it overwrites the restrictions.
Initial confining pressure were defined as 50kPa with 10kPa pore pressure as a zone variable,
which all together creates the 40 kPa effective confining pressure. To define the initial phase,
therefore to set the initial stresses before the dynamic motion, a static calculation was computed,
with the stresses described above.
For the dynamic conditions the free field boundary condition was used, which are dashpots
placed into the gridpoints, calculating also the pore water pressure generation.

Figure 3.8. Velocity time history of the applied motion

The soil properties of the sand were the following (Table 3.2):
Table 3.2. Soil properties of the liquefiable sand

γ [kN/m3]
15

G [MPa]
44,64

K [MPa]
116,41

φ [°]
35

c’ [kPa]
0

The nonlinear elastic behaviour was taken into consideration with the hysteretic damping
function. The L1, L2 values has been defined in a way, that adjusts the stiffness degradation
curve obtained by the suggested relation by Ishibashi &Zhang (1993) (Figure 3.9).
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Figure 3.9. Stiffness degradation curve obtained by the Ishibashi& Zhang (1993) correlation in comparison with
FLAC hysteretic damping curve

Which are L1=-3,5 and L2=0,6
For the parameters of the Finn model, the values presented by Harry G. Cooke (2000) was
taken. These values are the following:
•
•
•

C1=0,8
C2=0,5
C3=0,0

3.3.1 Basic model
As described above the first attempt to model the liquefaction and follow the pore water
pressure generation with the degradation of effective stress was on an 1x1 sized element, with
free field boundary condition, 50 kPa confining and 10 kPa pore water pressure applied. Each
model was stress controlled, meaning since during the model velocity governed motion were
used, after setting the amplitude of it, the calculations were made, from which one can see the
response in terms of shear stress history.
The amplitude of the shear stress was set to 2,25kPa, which defines a CSR=5,625%, where CSR
is the “Cyclic Stress Ratio” and can be evaluated as the ratio of initial confining pressure, and
shear stress amplitude:
𝜏𝑐𝑦𝑐

𝐶𝑆𝑅 = 𝜎′

𝑣0

Where:
•
•
•

CSR: cyclic stress ratio
τcyc: cyclic shear stress
σ’v0: effective confining pressure
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(3.9.)

Figure 3.10. Stress and Pore water pressure evolution, CSR=5,625%

In Figure 3.10 the pore water pressure (u), mean total stress (p_tot), and mean effective stress
(p_eff) evolution is represented. It shows how the pore pressure rises, and the effective stress
decreases to zero due to the repeated set of cyclic motion. This happens in a form of straight
jumps, when the sinusoid motion reaches its “positive” or “negative” peak, in other words when
there is a stress reversal in the applied action. At that moment also, a new peak will appear in
the generated pore water pressure, which is registered by definition by the Finn model. This
phenomenon repeats itself until the effective earth pressure reaches the zero value. Then
liquefaction occurs, and there will be no more pore water pressure generation. Since due to the
boundary conditions the pore pressure was set to 10kPa and the effective confining pressure
was 40kPa, the initial values are these values, which can be also observed in Figure 3.10. A
more expressive representation of reaching liquefaction can be created with the help of the
“Excess pore water pressure ratio” which is the ratio of the generated pore water pressure (Δu)
and the initial effective confining pressure (σ0’) (Figure 3.11).
𝑟𝑢 =

∆𝑢

(3.10)

𝜎0′
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Figure 3.11. Evolution of excess pore water pressure

The figure is very identical to the pore water pressure diagram. Still it gives a better perspective
on understanding liquefaction. When the ratio of the generated pore water pressure and the
initial confining pressure equals to 1, it means, that the effective stress decreased to zero,
therefore liquefaction was reached.
During each cycle the pore water pressure will increase and effective stress decreases, which
will lead to the shrinking of the failure-envelope, therefore the maximum shear stress to reach
the yield surface (and to enter to the plastic domain) will also decrease. If the stress-strain
diagram is plotted, one can see, the progress of the phenomena:

Figure 3.12. Stress-strain curve through liquefaction, using Finn model

From the soil parameters and initial boundary conditions (φ=35°; c=0kPa; σ’=40kPa) the shear
resistance at the beginning τ=28kPa can be evaluated and it is also known, that at elastic domain,
the maximum shear force is 2,25 kPa as it can be seen in Figure 3.12. At the first 27 cycles
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although the effective stress decreases, therefore the shear resistance is also doing so, it is still
exceeding the value of the applied motion. In the 28th cycle as it is marked at Figure 3.10, the
effective stress drops down to 3,2kPa. Using the same equation to evaluate the shear resistance,
it can be seen, that it is slightly under the 2,25kPa threshold value, which can be visible
observing the yielding plato appearing. As further cycles are ongoing, the effective stress
decreases more, until it demolishes to zero, the soil liquefied. The same motion can be observed
plotting the shear stress against the effective stress.

Figure 3.13. Degradation of shear resistance, due to the decreasing effective vertical stress

Since the Finn model registers the highest value of generated pore water pressure, and uses it
furthermore, the effective stress diagram takes the same shape, as it was shown in Figure 3.10.
That is the reason why there are more than one shear stress values corresponding for the same
level of effective stress, appearing as straight vertical lines.
Although the liquefaction was reached properly in the model, it was observed, that at the stress
reversals there are certain jumps appearing.
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Figure 3.14. Representation of the jumps during stress and pore pressure evolution

Figure 3.14 shows that these jumps appearing at both the pore water pressure and total stress,
but not at the effective stress evolution. The motion was also plotted in the figure, intended to
show the harmonic nature of it, without any irregularity which could justify this phenomenon.
The jumps appear when the cyclic shear strain is updated after a stress reversal. At that instant,
the pore water pressure rises, which is computed by the rise in total stress, as the formulation is
written in total stresses (Eq. 3.4). Then after a few calculation steps the equilibrium is reached
again.
Since there is no explanation about this phenomenon in FLAC manual (2011) further
investigations were made.
3.3.2 Model approaches
I.

Decrease of timestep

To solve the problem the first attempt was to significantly decrease the time step, that way
obtaining a more accurate solution. Studies has shown, that the response using small and large
dynamic timestep gives completely identical response in stress and pore pressure evolution, the
phenomenon is independent of Δt.
II.

Replace free field boundary condition with fluid flow boundary condition

Using free field boundary condition during pore water pressure generation may not be advised,
since the response of the free field dashpots are evaluated from the initial static equilibrium.
During liquefaction, there is a drastic degradation in stiffness, the response remains the same,
which leads to unbalanced forces at the boundaries. Just removing the free field boundary
condition may leads to a wrong evaluation of pore water pressure. As it can be seen in Figure
3.15, the initial conditions are set well, but at the first calculation step the water pressure jumps
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down almost identically to the effective stress and tries to reach the zero value. On the other
hand, setting a pore pressure boundary condition (apart from the initial pore pressure defined
in the zone) leads to a constant pore water pressure within the zone too, which means there is
no change also in the total and the effective stresses also. Also note has to be taken that the
jumps remained there without such a boundary condition.

Figure 3.15. Stress and pore water pressure generation, neglecting the free field boundary condition

III.

Neglecting dynamic effects

Since the phenomenon in question is strongly identical to damped oscillation, the dynamic
effect was reduced by imposing the velocity time history with plateaux (Figure 3.16), where
acceleration is null, thus inertial forces are neglectable.

Figure 3.16. Velocity-time history of the applied motion

In Figure 3.17 it is shown, that although the motion is different, therefore the evolution in
stresses and pore water pressure are different, but the phenomenon is still present, the jumps
appears at each stress reversal, as before.
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Figure 3.17. Stress and pore water pressure generation, neglecting inertial forces

IV.

Effect of Rayleigh Damping

In FLAC manual 5% Rayleigh-damping was considered at 20Hz frequency, without
considering the natural frequency. For that reason, it was considered, that for a single element,
this value can be adopted. During the investigation of the phenomenon, one aspect was to
decrease the element size. Figure 3.18 shows, that due to decrease the element size the jumps
disappearing.

Figure 3.18. Stress and pore water pressure generation decreased element size

With the decrease of element size, the model becomes more rigid, therefore the fundamental
frequency of the model changes aswell. This pointed out for the need to investigate the effect
of Rayleigh damping. First the natural frequency of the soil continuum was evaluated according
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to Eq. (3.2), and the parameters of the Rayleigh damping was readjusted to 43Hz. This resulted
in the increase of the jumpings, as Figure 3.19 shows.

Figure 3.19. Difference in jumping due to the modification of the frequency of Rayleigh damping

Increasing the Rayleigh damping form 5% also has a significant effect on the jumpings as
Figure 3.20 shows. It is concluded, that this phenomenon can be controlled by the Rayleighdamping.

Figure 3.20. Difference in jumping due to increasing of Rayleigh damping

3.3.3 Model verification
After taking into consideration the different modelling aspects, the next step was to compare
the model response against laboratory tests.
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As a material, in order to make a reliable model, it was intended to choose a material, whose
parameters are well defined, confirmed by laboratory tests. Such soil type is the so-called
Nevada Sand. A study named as “VELACS” (Verification of Liquefaction Analysis by
Centrifuge Studies) by Arulmoli et al. (1992) has been made with the purpose of providing a
reliable dataset to verify the accuracy of various analytical procedures investigating samples
with 40% and 60% relative density. In this thesis 40% relative density was taken to comparison,
with 40kPa effective confining pressure, with the properties shown in Table 3.3:
Table 3.3. Properties of Nevada sand for 40% relative density and 40kPa effective confining pressure

Dr
40%

γ [kN/m3]
15

G [Mpa]
44,64

K [MPa]
116,41

φ [°]
35

c’ [kPa]
0

n [-]
0.432

The number of cycles required to produce liquefaction are strongly dependent on the initial
confining pressure, and shear stress amplitude. During this work, for comparison CSR=5,10,15
and 20% were taken under investigation.

Figure 3.21. Pore water pressure generation for CSR=5(a) ,10(b) ,15(c) and 20% (d)
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Figure 3.21 shows the difference in the number cycles to reach liquefaction, where it is visible
that while at the case of CSR=20% within 3 stress reversals liquefaction occurs, on the other
hand at CSR=5% numerous stress reversals are needed for that.
A series of cyclic liquefaction tests were made within the scope of VELACS (1992).
Papadimitriou et al. (2001) used these results, to compare with numerical models (Figure 3.22).
In this thesis the same procedure was made based on the cyclic liquefaction tests made on
Nevada sand. In order to be able to compare the results on the same scale, the ru (excess pore
water pressure ratio) values were used yet again to express liquefaction, while the number of
cycles N was also normalized to the number of cycles to reach liquefaction, Nliq.

Figure 3.22. Laboratory test results (dashed line) on Nevada Sand by Papadimitriou (2001), where Δu/p0=ru

Lee and Albaisa (1974) and DeAlba et al. (1975) found a correlation between ru and the number
of loading cycles applied on the soil sample in a stress- controlled cyclic test:
2

𝑁

𝜋

𝑁𝑙𝑖𝑞

𝑟𝑢 = ∙ 𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑠𝑖𝑛 [(

1
2𝜃

) ]

(3.11).

Where according to Seed and Booker (1977) for Nevada sand θ=0,7.
Therefore, another scope of comparison was to use this equation and also use it as a cornerstone
of observations.
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Figure 3.23. Comparison in the evolutions of excess pore water pressure ratio between results obtained in FLAC for
different CSR values, laboratory tests and empirical equation

From Figure 3.23 it is visible that the model shows good agreement between experimental and
simulated curves. Note has to be taken, that at high CSR values the shape of the figure is highly
dependent at which ru level one defines liquefaction. As it can be seen, for example at CSR=20
at the very first cycle ru=0,8 is reached, which after drastically smaller and smaller increments
are predicted. Since these small increments are also produced from an individual cycle, it can
push the diagram to orientate to the left side. If liquefaction would be defined at ru=0,95, in case
of CSR=20 the required numbers of cycle would decrease into 2, which would influence its
shape significantly into the direction of the empirical equation. Also, it is important to point
out, that the laboratory during this work, cyclic direct simple shear test was modelled, on the
other hand the laboratory tests results were obtained through cyclic triaxial stress, therefore the
stress path for the two approach differs.

3.4 1D shear wave propagation
Knowing the behaviour of a single element, the next step was to verify the accurate wave
propagation in the model. That can be proven by providing a transfer function in the FLAC and
compare it with the corresponding solutions. As the analytical solutions provide the shear wave
propagation of the motion, the boundary conditions in FLAC were defined in a way, that
displacements along “y” direction was restricted.
Dynamic boundary conditions have to be taken into account, in a way that wave propagation is
not affected by the borders of the model continuum. At the bottom boundary of the model, it is
achieved by the so called “Quiet-boundary”. The bottom boundary may be simulated as rigid
boundary, which means, that there will be no energy dissipation, when the downward
propagation waves reach it, they will be fully reflected. The Quiet-boundary condition
introduces dashpots to each gridpoint on the applied border in both normal and shear direction,
to simulate the wave dissipation.
As for the vertical boundaries at the two sides of the model, the aim is identical. A boundarycondition is required, which simulates wave propagation, as if the model were an infinite
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medium in the horizontal direction. The “Free-field” boundary condition is proposed by FLAC,
which is yet again, dashpots placed along the gridpoints of the corresponding boundaries. The
infinite medium is reached by connecting the main grid through the dashpots, to a free-field
grid. The unbalanced forces from the free-field grid is applied to the main-grid boundary. It has
to be mentioned, that the properties of these dashpots are corresponding to the initial properties
of the soil. When large-strains are appearing (through liquefaction for example), there will be a
significant degradation in stiffness, which the dashpots do not take into consideration. That can
lead to unbalanced forces, that the model cannot handle properly, and leads to anomalies.
A schematic figure can be seen on Figure 3.24, from the boundary conditions described above:

Figure 3.24. Schematic figure representing the free field and the quiet boundary conditions

The acceleration (or velocity) time history of the motion is converted into stress according to
the following equation:
𝜏𝑠 = −𝑓 ∙ 𝜌 ∙ 𝐶𝑠 ∙ 𝑣𝑠 .

(3.12.)

Where:
•
•
•
•

τs: applied shear stress
ρ: mass density
Cs: shear wave velocity
vs: particle velocity at a given moment (velocity time history)

The term “f” in the equation stands for a factor, which considers the fact, that a major part of
the input energy will be absorbed by the viscous boundary. Introducing the motion that way
leads to a well-defined bottom-boundary condition.
A 1D wave propagation was simulated through a soil column. In order to do so, the model was
created 10m high with 1m width, from elements 0.5m high and 1m width. Since the dashpots
form the Quiet-boundary tend to simulate the response of the bedrock, it is needed to introduce
an element in the bottom, with the bedrock itself, for the model to apply the bedrocks properties
for the Quiet-boundary dashpots.
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Figure 3.25. Geometry of the 1D model

The soil properties were the following:
Table 3.4. Soil properties

Soil
Bedrock

γ [kN/m3]
20,0
22,5

E [Mpa]
96,0
216,0

G [MPa]
36,1
90,1

ν [-]
0,33
0,20

Vs [m/s]
134,3
200,0

Because of elastic behaviour hysteretic damping was not introduced in the model, since there
is no stiffness degradation considered. On the other hand, 2% of Rayleigh damping was
adopted, as material damping, adjusted to the first mode of vibration. The natural frequency of
the soil can be obtained yet again by the following equation:
𝑣

𝑓0 = 4𝐻𝑠 =

134,3
4∙10

= 3,36𝐻𝑧

(3.13.)

The considered motion was an acceleration-time history, which was integrated through the
applied code used in FLAC and converted into a stress boundary condition.
The motion was governed by the following equation:
𝑢̈ (𝑡) = 𝐴 ∙ sin(𝜔𝑡 + 𝜑) ∙ 𝑒 −𝜉𝜔𝑡
Where:
•
•
•
•

ü(t): acceleration through time
ω: circular frequency
φ: phase angle
ξ: damping
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Figure 3.26. Applied motion on the model

The motion obtained the following properties:
Table 3.5. Properties of the applied motion

A [m]
1

ϕ [°]
0

ω [rad/s]
31,2

ξ [%]
5

The seismic motion is transmitted in a form of waves. The mesh of the finite difference model
should be small enough to represent accurately the propagating waves. These characteristics
correspond to the wave length, therefore according to Kuhlemeyer and Lysmer (1973) the
element size is small enough, if the following correlation is valid:
𝜆

∆𝑙 ≤ 10

(3.14.)

Knowing that the shear wave velocity is equal to:
𝑉𝑠 = 𝜆 ∙ 𝑓

(3.15.)

The minim element size can be evaluated the following way:
𝑉

𝑠
∆𝑙 ≤ 10𝑓

(3.16.)

Where:
•
•
•
•

Δl: element size
λ: wavelength associated with the highest significant frequency component
Vs: shear wave velocity
f: highest significant frequency component
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Since:
𝑉

𝑠
∆𝑙 ≤ 10𝑓
=

134,3
10∙5

= 2,68𝑚

(3.17.)

The element size is small enough to insure accurate wave propagation.
3.4.1 Assessing multiplier factor for Quiet-boundary
As it was mentioned, in order to address the correct value for stress boundary at the bottom, a
multiplier factor has to be used (Eq.(3.12)). FLAC manual (2011) proposes to use f=2 in every
case, assuming half of the energy is absorbed by the viscous boundary. Despite this fact, studies
have shown (Chouric J. F. (2015)) and even in FLAC manual (2011) it is mentioned, that this
value can vary from 2 comparing with the model that considers 1D shear wave propagation in
the visco-elastic medium.
Therefore, to define the multiplier for the quiet boundary, the following procedure was
followed: first, using DEEPSOIL a linear analysis was made, in order to get the accelerationtime history at the base. DEEPSOIL is a software, which simulate 1D shear wave propagation
in stratified visco-elastic medium. Then the calculations had been made in FLAC, without the
use of the multiplier, therefore with the stress applied to the quiet boundary equals to 𝜏𝑠 = −𝜌 ∙
𝐶𝑠 ∙ 𝑣𝑠 . Then the two different acceleration-time histories were put into the comparison to each
other, and the one from FLAC were adjusted to the one obtained from DEEPSOIL, by
multiplying it with a certain value. That value is the multiplier desired.
Since the quiet boundary dashpots meant to represent the bedrock response in terms of wave
propagation, as it was illustrated, a relatively thin, 0.2m height element was introduced in the
bottom. It is necessary since, that way the properties of the Quiet-boundary dashpots will be
associated with the properties of the bedrock. The benefits of this method can be observed,
seeing Figure 3.27

Figure 3.27. Comparison of the elastic responses at the top of the bedrock in terms of acceleration using DEEPSOIL
and FLAC
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In Figure 3.28, the elastic responses are plotted in the bottom of the soil layer (and top of the
bedrock), before adjusting it to any multiplier factor. It is clearly visible, that since the Quietboundary dashpots are correlated to the properties of the bedrock, no further adjustment is
needed, therefore f=1 can be used. To verify this statement, the calculations were repeated with
the same soil properties, but with increasing stiffness of the bedrock, with (from top to bottom)
vs=200; 400; 600 and 800 m/s.

Figure 3.28. Comparison of the elastic responses at the top of the bedrock in terms of acceleration using Deepsoil and
FLAC, for various shear wave velocities

In every case the elastic response obtained from Deepsoil is almost identical as the one obtained
in FLAC, therefore if the dashpots are correlated to the properties of the bedrock, the
multiplication factor can be neglected.
3.4.2 Comparison of transfer function
In both cases, either at FLAC and Deepsoil, the transfer function was computed between the
response in acceleration at the top and the bottom. In this problem there is finite number of data,
which indicates to discretize the problem, using discrete Fourier Transform.
Plotting the transfer functions in both cases leads to Figure 3.29:
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Figure 3.29. Comparison in obtained transfer function using DEEPSOIL and FLAC

It can be seen, that the two approach is fairly similar. The biggest response is at the natural
frequency of the soil. This value is indeed identical to the one calculated before, therefore it is
verified, that FLAC works the same in elastic range, as the analytical approach. Although as
the frequency increases, the two methods start to differ more and more. At the 4th mode of
vibration FLAC shows practically no amplification. This phenomenon is due to the Rayleighdamping introduced to the model. As it was described and can be seen in Figure 3.4 Rayleighdamping is frequency independent only in a certain range, which is usually adjusted to the first
mode of vibration, which in this case 3,36 Hz. As the frequency increases, so does the damping.
That will lead to an overdamped system when it comes to higher modes of vibration.

3.5 Wave propagation considering pore water pressure generation
3.5.1 Modelling considerations
The model was made based on the work of Bouckovalas et.al. (2016) which concluded a 1m
wide, 14m high soil column, with 1x0,5m element size. There was no restriction defined except
the movement in horizontal direction at the bottom (Figure 3.30). During the investigations
total stress analysis was made, with pore water pressure generation.
There was one 6m thick Nevada sand layer defined, with the same soil properties described in
Table 3.3, corresponding to the relative density Dr=40%. The goal was to reach liquefaction in
this layer, therefore the constitutive model was set to Finn model. The Nevada sand took place
between two 4m thick clay layers. Since there was no significant pore water pressure generation
expected in these layers, they were described by simple Mohr-Coulomb model with hysteretic
damping.
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Figure 3.30. 1D model, with notation of the zone numbers

Considering the confining pressure and plasticity index of the soil layers, the L1; L2 values
were yet again adjusted to the Ishibashi &Zhang (1993) curves:
Table 3.6. Soil properties of the model

Top Clay
Nevada Sand
Bottom Clay

γ
G
K
cu
3
[kN/m ] [Mpa] [MPa] [kPa]
15
20,40 44,20
30
15
44,64 116,41
0
15
183,40 397,34 300

φ
[°]
0
35
0

L1
[-]
-1,40
-3,00
-0,85

L2
C1 C2 C3
[-]
[-] [-] [-]
1,00 0,80 0,8 0,5 0,0
1,40 -

The applied motion was a harmonic acceleration, with the duration of 3sec. acting on the bottom
of the model, with the amplitude of 3m/s2 (Figure 3.31).
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Figure 3.31. Acceleration-time history of the applied motion

To model damping at low level cyclic strain level, Rayleigh damping was adopted to the model,
which was tended to be adjusted to the natural frequency of the soil column.
FLAC has a built-in function to determine the fundamental-frequency by introducing a white
noise input motion to derive the transfer function and, therefore the fundamental frequency
(Figure 3.32):

Figure 3.32. Velocity-time response to determine fundamental frequency

As it can be seen in Figure 3.33 the first mode of vibration is at 40rad/sec, therefore the
Rayleigh-damping was set to this value.

Figure 3.33. Fourier amplitude spectra for determine the natural frequency
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For the initialisation of stresses, before the dynamic motion, the boundary conditions were set.
It means in all case the bottom boundary was fixed in horizontal direction, and the following
phases followed each other:
I.

The initial stresses were generated in dry soil, without water table applied. Therefore,
every soil layer, including the sand were set to Mohr-coulomb constitutive model.
This was followed by the generation of initial pore pressures. A linearly increasing pore
pressure was defined at each zone, from 0 to 140 kPa, which simulates the applied water
level. Since for the pore water pressure generation, the “gwflow”, in other words ground
water flow configuration has to be set, the program will deal with the dry density, and
from the porosity, saturation and fluid density, it calculates the saturated density
according to the following equation:

II.

𝜌𝑠 = 𝜌𝑑 + 𝑛 ∙ 𝑠 ∙ 𝜌𝑤

(3.18.)

Where:
•
•
•
•
•

III.
IV.

ρs: saturated soil density
ρd: dry soil density
n: soil porosity
s: saturation
ρw: water density
To each soil, the porosities were set to 0,5 and the saturation to 1,0.
Following that, the generation of initial stresses followed in saturated soil, with applying
the Finn model to the Nevada sand, with C1=0,8; C2=0,5 values.
Finally, also, in reality in the surface the water can pass, therefore it can drain. In terms
of modelling concept, it meant, that the saturation at the top were fixed to 0.

Figure 3.34 shows the distribution of stresses and pore water pressure before the dynamic
calculation. The figures show uniform distribution, with satisfying initial values.
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Figure 3.34. Vertical earth pressure distribution (left), horizontal earth pressure distribution (middle) and pore water
pressure distribution (left)

3.5.2 Free-field boundary condition
In terms of dynamic calculation FLAC proposes the use of free-field boundary condition in the
lateral boundary of the models, where liquefaction was simulated, therefore it was intended to
use it during the investigations. Note has to be taken, that at the use of free-field the initial
boundary conditions were altered in the sense that displacements along the “x” border were
fixed. It was necessary since otherwise the initial stresses could not reach equilibrium. After
introducing the built in free-field command to the code, FLAC overwrites all other boundary
conditions.
Plotting the velocity-time histories (Figure 3.35), at each border of a zone from bottom to top,
one can see, that the motion is nor attenuated, neither amplified by the bottom clay layer. On
the other hand, when the motion arrives to the sand layer, zone 9, therefore 9,75m depth (see
Figure 3.30) the model is liquefying, the soil can no longer transmit the motion, which will
result to an acceleration-time history close to zero. The numerous local peaks in terms of the
amplitudes of velocity through time, is due to the model cannot reach equilibrium, which leads
to numerical anomaly.
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It is interesting to see, that due to the liquefaction a “plastic-hinge” had been formed, which
prevent any motion to transmitted to upper zones.

Figure 3.35. Velocity-time histories at each gridpoint, from bottom until the top of the first liquefied zone

The deformed mesh, with the liquefied zone can be seen in (Figure 3.36). The “plastic hinge”
can be observed at the liquefied zone, with significant relative vertical displacement between
the left and right side of the zone in question. This relative displacement is not compatible by
the assumption of 1D modelling conditions.

Figure 3.36. Deformed mesh: free-field boundary condition

Figure 3.37 shows the evolution in stresses and pore water pressure in the liquefied zone. It is
visible, that the evolution is stable, the jumps are corresponding to the stress reversals in the
motion.
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Figure 3.37. Stress, pore water pressure evolution: free-field boundary condition

An irregular jump in the total stress evolution can be also observed. Since the pore water
pressure is an isotropic pressure, as the soil liquefies, and the pore water pressure rises, the
horizontal and out of plane stresses are tending to be equal to the vertical stresses. Therefore, a
series of jumps would be expected until liquefaction occurs. The depth of the middle of the
zone is 9,75m, thus the horizontal stress should drop down to 190kPa, same as the initial value
of the vertical stress. In this case as Figure 3.38 shows, the horizontal stress drops down as the
first stress reversal occurs, but in the same time the vertical stress also decreases to a point,
where both values are fairly equal. Note has to be taken, that negative sign convention refers to
compression.

Figure 3.38. Vertical and Horizontal/out of plane stress evolution in liquefied soil
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Figure 3.39. Shear stress- Effective vertical stress evolution in case of free field boundary condition

Figure 3.39 shows the decrease in effective stress through reaching liquefaction, and the fact
that the failure envelope is reached at the first stress reversal
In chapter 3.3 it was described that, the pore water pressure generation, as the evolution in mean
total stress is governed by the following equation:
∆𝜎𝑚 + 𝛼 ∙ ∆𝑝 = 𝐾(∆𝜖 + ∆𝜖𝑣𝑑 )

(3.19.)

The volumetric strains were investigated in the liquefied zone (zone 9) and the zone above.

Figure 3.40. Volumetric strain evolution, using free field boundary condition in a) in liquefied zone, b) non-liquefied
zone

FLAC defines compression as negative, extension as positive strain. Using Free-field boundary
conditions (Figure 3.40 a)), the program predicts extension during liquefaction, which is not
representative. Moreover, the volumetric strain is still increasing exponentially, even at the end
of the calculation, it is not stabilising. Investigating the volumetric distortions in the same
model, in the zone above, where liquefaction did not occur (Figure 3.40 b)), it is visible, that
this case does not happen. Since due to the liquefied zone, a plastic hinge has developed, only
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a very small amount of acceleration is transmitted to the upper zones, which will cause just a
little volumetric strain. But the phenomenon is still visible, that instead of extension, there is
compression in the zone, as it should be.
It was mentioned before, that care has to be taken with the use of Free-field boundary condition,
since the introduced dashpots are corresponding to the initial stiffness of the soil, which due to
large deformations during liquefaction will degrade significantly. This will cause unbalanced
forces, which will result in the phenomena presented above. At the liquefied zone the stiffness
is highly degraded, so the force from the dashpots from the Free-field boundary condition will
“squeeze” the zone from the sides, which will cause an increase in volume at the vertical side.

Figure 3.41. Representation of "squeezing" effect of free-field boundary condition

The same phenomenon does not occur at the non-liquefied zone, since the stress degradation is
present in a much lower scale.
For that reason, other approaches were intended to investigate as lateral boundary condition.
3.5.3 Tied-node boundary condition simulated with attached node
A possibility to restrain horizontal movements between two gridpoints at the same height is
with the “attach” command. That way defining, that the displacements at the two gridpoints in
the opposite side should be the same.
The liquefaction occurs at zone 10 (9,25m). Apart from that, the velocity-time histories are
identical as at the case of the free-field boundary condition, the motion is not transmitted once
the phenomenon develops (Figure 3.42).
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Figure 3.42. Velocity-time histories at each gridpoint: Tied-node boundary condition simulated with attached nodes
command

In Figure 3.43 it is visible that liquefaction occurs almost at the first stress reversal, which is
considerably faster, than in the case of free-field boundary condition. An increase in total
stresses are visible, with the oscillatory motion described in section 3.3, but otherwise the stress
and pore water pressure evolution are stable. As liquefaction occurs the horizontal and out of
plane stresses will converge to 180kPa, which is identical as the vertical stress at 9,25m. That
way isotropic stress state is reached.

Figure 3.43. Stress, pore water pressure evolution: Tied-node boundary condition simulated with attached nodes
command

Figure 3.44 shows how the horizontal stress converge to the same value as the vertical stress
as liquefaction occurs.
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Figure 3.44. Vertical and Horizontal/out of plane stress evolution in liquefied soil: attached node boundary condition

The the deformed mesh shows (Figure 3.45) another advantage of this approach, that there is
no differential displacement along the two sides of the model, which satisfies the criteria of 1D
model conditions.

Figure 3.45. Deformed mesh: attached node boundary condition
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Figure 3.46. Shear stress- Effective vertical stress evolution in case attached node boundary condition

As Figure 3.46 shows, even at the first cycle the response of the system in terms of pore water
pressure generation is much higher, which results in a sudden decrease in effective stress, and
also the instant reach of the yield surface. As the effective stress tends to be close to zero, the
typical “butterfly” shape can be seen.
It is interesting to observe, that in Figure 3.43 there are two stress reversals until reaching
liquefaction, which is compatible with the two jumps in Figure 3.44 and Figure 3.46.

Figure 3.47. Volumetric strain evolution, using attached node boundary condition

Figure 3.47 shows the evolution in volumetric strain. It can be seen, that there is volume
decrease (compression) corresponding to the stress reversals.
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3.5.4 Tied-node boundary condition simulated with rigid beams
Tied-node boundary condition is now simulated by horizontal beams, which connects the two
nodes on the left and right side of the model. These beams should have neglectable volume and
mass, on the other hand, theoretically infinite stiffness. This way they restrain the horizontal
movements at the two sides of the model to the same value.
Plotting the acceleration-time history in different layers leads to Figure 3.48:

Figure 3.48. Velocity-time histories at each gridpoint: tied node with rigid beams

In this case it is visible that liquefaction occurred in zone 10 (9,25m depth), one zone above
that in the case of free-field boundary condition. The motion is slightly attenuated in the bottom
clay and amplified once it reaches the soil layer.
Note has to be taken, that the model failed, which is why the equilibrium is not found, resulting
in local peaks in the motion, especially in the liquefied zone.
Plotting the deformed mesh, (Figure 3.49) it is visible, that the model suffered great rotations.
The beams connect the nodes in the two sides, but relative displacements between them allows
the model to rotate, which is not acceptable in the scope of 1D modelling.
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Figure 3.49. Deformed mesh: tied node with beam element at the end of the analysis

Knowing this there were no more investigations made with this approach.
3.5.5 Free-field boundary condition with attached nodes
In order to avoid rotations in the model, but in the same time obtain a stable pore water pressure
generation, the free-field boundary condition was used, together with the attached nodes. When
using the free-field boundary condition, it neglects all other restrictions made automatically,
therefore it was expected, that the attached nodes will be ignored also. The liquefaction occurs
in the 9th. zone (9,75m depth), similarly as using just free-field boundary condition.

Figure 3.50. Stress and pore water pressure generation in case of attached node with free field boundary condition

In the total-stresses, jumps identical to as it can be observed at the attached node approach is
visible. The horizontal and out of plane stresses adjust to the vertical stress, which is ~190kPa
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at the depth of 9,75m. After reaching this value, the total stresses remaining constant. The
evolution in pore water pressure is stable, the number of stress reversals needed to reach
liquefaction is close to the free-field approach.
Also, there are no relative displacements between corresponding gridpoints at the two sides of
the model as Figure 3.51 shows.

Figure 3.51. Deformed mesh: free-field boundary condition with attached node

Figure 3.52 shows that the yield-surface as expected is reached immediately, which after a
similar shear stress- effective vertical stress evolution is visible as during the use of free-field
boundary condition.

Figure 3.52. Shear stress- Effective vertical stress evolution in case of attached node with free field boundary
condition
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Plotting the volumetric strain evolution (Figure 3.53), the model predicts compression even in
the liquefied zone, unlike in the case, when only free field boundary condition was used. The
volumetric decrease corresponds to the stress reversals.

Figure 3.53. Volumetric strain evolution, using free field boundary condition with attached node

3.5.6 Comparison of results
Tied-node boundary condition simulated with rigid beam and free-field boundary condition
showed relative displacements between the corresponding gridpoints, which does not satisfy
the conditions of 1D modelling. Also using only free-field boundary conditions predicts
volumetric-decrease, independent from the stress reversals in the liquefied zone.
Using the “attach” command or the free-field boundary condition with “attach” command these
problems are not arising. The evolution in stresses and pore water pressure are different,
therefore it is intended to test both approach at the 2D model.
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4 Seismic response of gas pipelines in liquefiable sand
In this chapter the response of gas pipeline in liquefiable sand is addressed. The thesis focuses
on one type of pipeline typical in Portugal, thus a 5mm thick steel tube with 80cm diameter was
investigated.

Figure 4.1. Gas pipeline system across Europe

The pipelines are constructed close to the surface, with constant 10°C provided inside. With an
internal pressure of 80 bar the gas becomes a fluid, thus providing an easier way to transport it.
The tubes are either placed by excavation, or by drilling, in which case the drilling and the
installation of the pipeline are in the same construction phase. During this work the latter option
was considered.

Figure 4.2. Typical gas pipeline construction
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4.1 Introduction of 2D model
4.1.1 Geometry, initial conditions of the model
The model consisted a 15m high, 30m long soil continuum, with 0,5x0,5m elements. Three soil
layers were taken into consideration, with the same properties, as during the 1D model. The
upper clay layer was 2m thick, which was followed by a 6m thick sand layer, then the lower
clay layer took place with 7m thickness. The upper and lower clay layer were addressed with
non-linear elastic material model with Mohr-Coulomb failure criteria (Figure 4.3). The sand
was addressed with Finn model, to be possible the generation of pore water pressure. In later
models, a pipeline with 0,8m diameter took place horizontally in the middle, with the centre 3m
below the surface and with a uniform internal pressure equal to 80 bar applied inside to simulate
the gas pressure. The element size around the pipeline was refined to 0,125x0,125m.

Figure 4.3. Detailed vertical profile of the initial 2D model (left); 2D model (right)

In term of analysis, total stress analysis was made, with pore water pressure generation. The
way to set the initial conditions was identical to the one used at the 1D model. That includes
the stress initialisation in dry soil, followed by setting the pore pressures without checking
mechanical equilibrium, then initialising the stresses in saturated soil. As before, the bottom
boundary was fixed in vertical direction, and at the surface saturation was fixed to zero, since
there the water can pass freely. At the two sides of the model, pore pressure was fixed. Note
has to be taken, that these boundary conditions ensure drainage in the model. For seismic
boundary condition either Attached node or Attached-node with Free-field boundary condition
was used.
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For K0=0,5 was set. In FLAC the control of this parameter cannot done directly, and only the
total stresses can be set directly, therefore a FISH function was created, to set the stress values
at each zone the following way:
𝜎ℎ (𝑖, 𝑗) = 𝐾0 ∙ [𝜎𝑣 (𝑖, 𝑗) + 𝑢(𝑖, 𝑗)] − 𝑢(𝑖, 𝑗)

(4.1.)

Where:
• i,j: zone indexes
• σh: horizontal earth pressure
• σv: vertical earth pressure
• u: pore water pressure at a given zone
Since a pipeline is present in the model, after initialising the stresses in the soil, the liner element
was introduced also. The excavation in modelling terms, and the installation of the pipeline was
added in the same phase.
The natural frequency of the model was also determined with a dynamic analysis run on the
model, without any motion applied by the user (providing a white noise).

Figure 4.4. Fourier amplitude spectra for the evaluation of natural frequency

Consequently, for the 3% Rayleigh damping, the natural frequency of 52 rad/sec (8,27Hz) was
addressed.
For the 2D simulation the North-South component of the Gilroy record was applied, which had
a peak ground acceleration of 0,294g (Figure 4.5).

Figure 4.5. Acceleration time history of the North-West component of Gilroy earthquake
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From the Fourier-amplitude spectra of the earthquake (Figure 4.6) it is visible, that the highest
significant frequency component is 15,64 rad/sec (2,49 Hz). The lowest shear wave velocity of
model is at the top clay, with 100m/s. Using equation (3.13) it can be verified, that the element
size is small enough compared to the wavelength.
𝑉

100

𝑠
0,5 ≤ 10𝑓
= 10∙2,49 = 4,02𝑚

(4.2.)

Note has to be taken, that during liquefaction, the stiffness of the sand will decrease and with it
its shear wave velocity. According to Eq. 4.2 the element is small enough for appropriate wave
propagation until the shear wave velocity is higher than ~13m/s.

Figure 4.6. Fourier amplitude spectra of the North-West component of Gilroy earthquake

4.1.2 Investigation on 2D model, without pipeline
To make the final decision in terms of boundary conditions, first the 2D model was created with
only the soil layers presented, without the pipeline.
The soil properties shown in Table 4.1 were adopted:
Table 4.1.Soil properties

Top Clay
Nevada
Sand
Bottom
Clay

γ
[kN/m3]

G
[Mpa]

K
[MPa]

cu
φ
[kPa] [°]

L1
[-]

L2
[-]

C1
[-]

C2
[-]

C3
[-]

permeability
[m/s]

15

20,40

44,20

30

0

-1,40

1,00

-

-

-

1E-8

15

44,64

116,41

0

35

-3,00

0,80 0,8 0,5 0,0

15

183,40 397,34

300

0

-0,85

1,40

-

-

-

6,6E-6
1E-8

Also, two profiles were investigated at each modelling concept. One at the middle of the model
continuum, at the same cross section where the midpoint of the pipeline will take place, the
middle profile (Figure 4.7/ P1), and one at the ¼ width of the model, which are closer to the
border, representing the free field profile (Figure 4.7/ P2).
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Figure 4.7. 2D model without pipeline, representing the two investigated soil profiles

In Figure 4.8, the evolution of acceleration is plotted in different segments of the model. At the
bottom, the acceleration at the base is introduced. The two acceleration-time histories above are
corresponding to the gridpoints below the border of the sand-clay layer. Than the gridpoint in
the border is presented. The following three ones are the three gridpoints above the border and
finally one at the depth of where in later models the centre of the pipeline will take place.

Figure 4.8. Acceleration-time histories in different layers in the case of a) Attached node boundary condition; b) Freefield boundary condition with attached node
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At both cases liquefaction occurred at the first sand zone (8m depth).
Figure 4.8 a) represents the Attached node boundary conditions without free field. The figure
shows that due to the clay layer there is a large amplification in the motion. The natural
frequency of the soft soil layer is close to the significant frequency content of the motion. As
the waves propagates through the border of the two layer, the amplitude starts to attenuate, until
it reaches the second zone addressed with sand properties, where there is a drastic decrease in
the motion. This is where the soil liquefied, and as at the 1D case, the model predicts a
phenomenon similar to a plastic hinge, therefore the motion is drastically attenuated. Note has
to be taken, that the attenuated motion is not diminished to zero, its peak ground acceleration is
still close to the base motions PGA, which indicates the liquefaction of upper soil zones.
At Figure 4.8 b) when there is free field boundary condition is applied to attached nodes the
evolution of acceleration time history is different. The motion at the clay layer is still highly
amplified, but in the sand layer there is rather a constant attenuation only through the layer. The
model does not predict plastic hinge in the sand layer. Note has to be taken that, at around 10s
a local peak is visible in the upper sand layer, which is probably due to numerical mistake by
the software, where it could not reach equilibrium.
In both cases (just attached node boundary condition and free field boundary condition with
attached node) the acceleration-time evolution is identical at the free field profile to the middle
profile, therefore it was not plotted.
In terms of stress and pore water pressure evolution in the liquefied zone, the attached node
boundary condition approach takes the following shape (Figure 4.9):

Figure 4.9. Stress and pore water pressure evolution in the liquefied zone (8m depth) with the use of attached node
boundary condition a) middle profile b) free field profile

The soil liquefies at around 2,3s, slightly before the strong part of the motion arrives. Until
liquefaction occurs, as the pore pressure rises, the total stresses increase also, to achieve the
isotropic stress state, as it could have been seen in the 1D model.
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Figure 4.10. Stress and pore water pressure evolution in the liquefied zone (8m depth) with the use of free field
boundary condition with attached node boundary condition a) middle profile b) free field profile

With the use of free-field boundary condition (Figure 4.10) the model predicts almost no pore
water pressure generation at the first stage of the earthquake, even after the strong part has
started. Then a sudden jump is visible around 4s which is indicated by a local peak in the
motion, which after the soil liquefies. In terms of total stress evolution at the middle profile the
process is identical as at the previous concept. The horizontal and out of plane stresses are
increasing until reaching the isotropic stress state.
In the free field profile, the evolution in effective stresses are fairly similar as in the middle
profile. During the implementation of the code, the effective stresses were defined in FLAC
with the summation of the mean total stresses and pore water pressure. Checking figure b) one
can see, that both the total stress and pore water pressure evolution is disturbed by a low and a
high frequency harmonic wave. Since the summation of these two parameters dissolve the effect
of these “noises” it is not visible in the effective stress diagram, but otherwise the results are
highly influenced by it.
This observation led to the comparison of the final pore water pressure distribution of the model
continuum.

Figure 4.11. Pore water pressure distribution in the end of the calculation: attached node boundary condition
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Figure 4.12. Pore water pressure distribution in the end of the calculation: free-field boundary condition with
attached node boundary condition

In Figure 4.11 free field was not used, on the contrary, in Figure 4.12 free field was used. It is
clearly visible that just using attached boundary conditions (apart from the boundaries) gives a
fairly horizontally uniform result compatible with the 1D response. With the use of free field
there is a fairly uniform distribution in pore water pressure only in the upper and lower clay
layer, but not in the sand, where actually the pore pressure is generated.
The effective stress- shear stress evolution at depth of 8m without free field (a)) and with free
field (b)) confirms the statements above (Figure 4.13).

Figure 4.13. Effective vertical stress evolution in case a) attached node boundary condition; b) attached node
boundary condition with free field boundary condition

Without the use of free field (a)), there is a constant increase in the pore pressure evolution from
the beginning, which leads to the decrease of effective stress without reaching the failure
envelope. As the amplitude of the motion increases around 20 kPa effective stress, there is a
sudden decrease in it, which after the failure envelope is reached, and not long after the soil
loses all its load bearing capacity, it liquefies.
With the use of free field (b)), as it could have been seen in Figure 4.13, there is no pore pressure
generation predicted by the model at the early stage, therefore there will be no decrease in the
effective stresses also. That is why there are multiple cycles appearing around 40 kPa effective
stress. When the motion arrives to the mentioned local peak, there is a sudden decrease in
effective stresses, and not long after the failure envelope is reached also, which eventually ends
up in liquefaction.
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In respect of the observations made, Attached node boundary condition was used without
applied Free field boundary condition.

4.2 Investigation of the effect of liquefaction on the gas pipeline
4.2.1 Basic model
Until now structural element was not introduced to the model. The scope of the thesis was to
study the effect of liquefaction on the gas pipeline. For practical reasons, as Figure 4.15 shows,
in most of the cases the lowest (point A) and highest (point B) point of the pipe was taken into
detailed investigation, since due to the refined mesh, the tube consists 32 liner elements. In
order to impose, liquefaction will have an effect on the pipeline, initially the thickness of the
sand layer was set to 3m, which is 2m below the centre of it (Figure 4.14).

Figure 4.14. Initial geometry of the model

Figure 4.15. Detailed geometry around the pipeline, with marking the lower part of the tube (point A), upper part of
the tube (point B) and the investigated zone below the pipeline (point Z)
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First, yet again the evolution in stresses and pore pressure was investigated, to verify,
liquefaction occurred around the pipeline. For that the bottom middle zone was taken under
investigation, right below the structural element (point Z).

Figure 4.16. Stress and pore water pressure evolution below the pipeline (point Z)

Figure 4.16 shows that liquefaction indeed occurs around 1,5s during a strong motion. What is
interesting to see, is the decrease in pore water pressure around 7s, but at the same time the total
stresses also decrease, thus there will be no change in effective stresses. The phenomenon shows
sudden drainage in the model, which did not occur in the previous cases.

Figure 4.17. Vertical a) and horizontal b) displacements at Top (point B) and bottom (point A)

Plotting the vertical (a)) and horizontal (b)) displacements it is visible, that the values at top and
bottom are almost identical. This means that the pipeline acts as a rigid body, and do not suffer
deformations. The model did not predict failure in the pipeline, but care has to be taken. At
vertical direction the displacements are not more than 0.5cm upwards, which shouldn’t cause
significant damage. On the other hand, along the horizontal axis the maximum displacement
reaches the 7cm, which can cause failure in out of plain direction.
But since at 2D conditions there are no deformations expected, the bending moment should
reach a low value in respect of that.
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Figure 4.18. a) Bending moments and b) axial forces through time

As it is visible in Figure 4.18, there are indeed only a minimum amount of bending moments.
Also checking the axial forces, one can admit, that it is almost constant, around 3130kN. One
explanation for this phenomenon is that the 5mm steel tube with 80cm diameter is stiff enough
to sustain the loads, but more likely the applied pressure gives a high amount of additional
stiffness, which will be more than enough to carry the weight of the soil. From the aspect of the
load acting on the pipe, simplifying the situation and following the logic of just Newton’s
second law, therefore:
𝐹 =𝑚∙𝑎
Since the pipeline is installed close to the surface, the mass of the soil, which will act as an earth
pressure, should be low. Also, it was shown in section 3.5, that when liquefaction occurs, there
is a large amount of attenuation in the motion. This reduces the acceleration, resulting in a lower
amount of force acting on the structural element.
Summarising the investigations above, the pipeline will act like a rigid body through the
earthquake, without any significant stress generation inside the structural element, but due to
the large amount of horizontal displacements it can reach failure in out of plane direction.
4.2.2 Effect of thickness of the liquefiable sand
Since it was shown, that above a liquefied layer the motion can be attenuated, it was intended
to investigate, if the thickness of the sand has an effect on the forces and displacements invoked
in the pipeline.
In the previous section the thickness of the sand was 3m. In this section the calculations are
presented in terms of 2,5m 3,5m and 4,0m thickness.
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Figure 4.19. a) Axial forces b) bending moments c) vertical displacements d) horizontal displacements at point “A” in
case of different sand thickness

As Figure 4.19 a) b) shows, in terms of bending moments and normal stresses, there are no
difference between the different models. Since it was concluded that the pipeline is very stiff,
the lack of difference in response was expected. In horizontal displacements a difference over
depth shows itself.
On the other hand, in terms of vertical displacements at the thickness of 2,5m the model predicts
only 2mm of upward movement, which is less than half than at 3,0m thickness. Note has to be
taken, that when the sand layer was modelled to be really thin, FLAC suddenly predicted
drainage around the pipeline, thus decrease instead of increase in pore water pressure. This
phenomenon was visible the most when the thickness was 2,0m.

Figure 4.20. Difference in pore water pressure generation in comparison between 3m thickness of sand layer (left) and
2m soil thickness of sand (right)

Figure 4.20 shows the difference in pore water pressure distribution at the end of the
calculation, when the thickenss of the sand layer is 3m (left) and when it is 2m (right). It is
visible that around the pipeline the pore water pressure decreases nearly to zero. According to
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Figure 4.20 one could assume, that the software detects the pipeline as a permeable structural
element, thus serving as a drainage pipe. For that reason, pore water pressure and saturation
were fixed in every node of the liner elements. Since this approach had no influence in the pore
water pressure generation, and since observations had been made that the pore water pressure
is starting to drop down at gridpoints, which are not bordered with the pipeline, it was assumed
that the generated grid causes the problem. At Figure 4.15 around the pipeline, it can be seen,
that there are several zones with the shape identical to a rectangle (these zones still consist 4
nodes), which may cause numerical problems.
A new approach, as an experiment had been made, where the gridpoints around the pipeline are
generated by its polar-coordinates, thus providing a grid without irregular-shaped zones. Also,
the pore water pressure/saturation is fixed around the pipeline (which were the point where pore
pressure drop down started initially). The experiment term is used because this way the pipeline
and the soil around the pipeline is isolated from any change in pore water pressure, due to the
fixities, which is not the scope of this work. It was intended to see, if the drainage phenomenon
still occurs.

Figure 4.21. Applied grid and boundary condition(left) P: fixed pore pressure, S: fixed saturation in gridpoint; Pore
water pressure distribution after motion

As Figure 4.21 shows, even with these restrictions in the pore water pressure around the
pipeline, there are pore pressure dropdowns appearing, regardless of the grid shape. In this
thesis no more examinations have been made considering this problem.
4.2.3 Effect of the internal pressure
It was suspected, that the 80bar internal pressure applied on the structure has a significant
impact on the rigidity of the pipeline. Thus, comparison had been made about the difference in
response if there is internal pressure applied inside the pipeline or in the case when there is no
pressure applied inside.
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Figure 4.22. a) Axial forces b) bending moments c) vertical displacements d) horizontal displacements without
internal pressure applied

The main difference is in terms of axial forces (Figure 4.22 a)). Due to the large amount of
internal pressure, the pipeline was under tension, more than 3000kN. In this case it is the other
way around. The pipeline is under compression because of the earth pressure and the earthquake
motion, but since it is close to the surface and the diameter of the pipeline is small, the amount
of axial force is between 20-25 kN, depending on weather the soil reached liquefaction (Figure
4.16/ ~1,5sec) or not.
The bending moments (b)) are still very low, but it also shows the change in sign, having
positive values instead of negative, therefore responding to the lack of internal pressure.
In terms of vertical displacements, it is visible that this time the pipeline will deform more
significantly, since the top and bottom points of the pipeline has differential displacements.
Also, the amount of vertical displacement is smaller than it was shown in Figure 4.17. The soil
liquefies, therefore the pipeline will have vertical displacements upwards, but in the same time
it will deform due to the compression acting on it. This will result in smaller values in total
vertical displacements compared to the case, when internal pressure is applied.
There is a minor increase in horizontal displacements (d)), but otherwise it is similar as if
internal pressure would have been applied.
4.2.4 Effect of liquefaction on horizontal displacements
Investigations were made by applying the Gilroy earthquake on the model, but with different
scaling factor. It was intended to see, if the occurrence of liquefaction has effect on the
horizontal displacements.
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The scaling factors were the following: 0,001; 0,1; 0,5; 1,0; 1,5. Table 4.2 alongside with Figure
4.23 shows the results.
Table 4.2. Results of horizontal displacements over increased scaling factor

Scaling factor
Maxumum horizontal
displacement
[cm]

0,001

0,1

0,5

1,0

1,5

0,0048

0,58

3,20

6,70

8,50

Figure 4.23. Results of horizontal displacements over increased scaling factor

At the beginning linear variation was predicted. But as liquefaction occurs, the motion is
attenuated, therefore it was expected, that the slope of the line, thus the increase in horizontal
displacements over scaling factor will be smaller. At 0,5 scaling factor liquefaction already
occurs, but the slope of the line remains constant.
Plotting the acceleration-time history at the depth of the bottom of the pipeline (Figure 4.24),
it seems, that although the motion is attenuated as liquefaction occurred, but as the amplitude
of the motion increases, so will the magnitude of the attenuated motion.
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Figure 4.24. Acceleration-time history at the bottom of the pipeline in case of 0,5; 1,0; 1,5 scaling factors
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5 Conclusions and Future developments
5.1 Conclusions
The scope of the thesis was to model and investigate the effect of liquefaction with FLAC on
gas pipelines.
First the nonlinear elastic-perfect plastic constitutive model was investigated on a single
element. The main goal in this chapter was to show, that stiffness degradation in FLAC can be
adjusted to a given, user defined stiffness degradation curve.
The pore water pressure generation through Finn model was investigated on a single element.
Compared to laboratory tests, the model showed good agreement between experimental and
simulated pore water pressure evolution. Also, it was discovered, that the jumps in the pore
water pressure and effective stress evolution can be controlled by the Rayleigh damping.
Following that, a 1D model was investigated in terms of shear wave propagation. Studies has
shown, that during the use of Quiet-boundary, if the Quiet-boundary dashpots are correlated to
the properties of the bedrock, the multiplication factor can be neglected. The transfer-functions
have been put into comparison between DEEPSOIL and FLAC. The two approaches shared
fairly similar results, but note has to be taken, that as higher modes of vibrations are
investigated, due to the Rayleigh damping FLAC predicts faster attenuation in transfer function.
To the 1D model pore water pressure was introduced. It was shown, that free-field boundary
condition does not provide accurate solution. Therefore, other boundary conditions were
investigated, such as tied node boundary condition simulated with either attached node
command, or rigid beams and also attached node with free-field boundary condition combined.
From these approaches, attached node and attached node with free-field boundary condition
satisfied the 1D modelling conditions.
During the 2D modelling, first it was shown, that the use of attached node boundary condition
provides fairly horizontal uniform result compatible with the 1D response.
Investigating the response of the pipeline, it was showed, that the internal pressure, the
relatively small diameter and the 5mm thickness provides high stiffness to the structural
element, therefore it moves as a rigid body. Also, there are neglectable bending moments arising
through the motion.
Note has to be taken, that due to the large horizontal displacements, failure can may occur along
out of plane direction.
When internal pressure is not present in the model, differential displacements becomes visible
between the top and bottom point of the pipeline. This is proving the stiffening effect of the
internal pressure.
It was also observed, that the thickness of the sand layer has no effect on the axial forces and
bending moment. Considering the horizontal displacements there was a decrease in the values
over depth.
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5.2 Future developments
During future investigations it is intended to compare the results using more advanced
constitutive models. Suh constitutive models are PM4Sand.
It is also important to see the influence of the geometry of the pipeline, since there are pipelines
used with different parameters in both Portugal and around Europe.
The ground profile has to be put under more detailed investigation, including its properties,
such as soil permeability of the liquefiable sand.
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Annex A

Flac code - single element: linear-elastic/nonlinear elastic model
__________________________________________________________________________________

config dynamic
grid 1,1
gen 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 i 1 2 j 1 2
mei11j11
group 'User:soil' notnull
model m notnull group 'User:soil'
prop dens 2000 bulk 1.111e7 shear 8.33e6
notnull group 'User:soil'
prop coh 20000 notnull group 'User:soil'
hist 1 dytime
hist 2 xdisp i 1 j 1
hist 3 xdisp i 1 j 2
hist 4 sxy i 1 j 1
def strain1
strain1=xdisp(1,2)-xdisp(1,1)

end
hist 5 strain1
hist 6 read proba_large.txt
hist write 6 table 6
apply ffield
apply xacc 1 hist table 6 from 1,1 to 2,1
apply yacc 0 hist table 6 from 1,1 to 2,1
fix y i 2 j 2
fix y i 1 j 2
ini dy_damp hyst default -3.325 0.823
set dydt 1e-4
set dy_damping rayleight 0.02 16
history 999 unbalanced
solve dytime 12
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Annex B

Flac code - single element: pore water pressure generation – basic model
__________________________________________________________________________________

conf dyn gw
set dyn=off
set flow=off
grid 1 1
m finn
gen 0,0 0,1 1,1 1,0
attach aside from 1,1 to 1,2 bside from 2,1
to 2,2

def p_tot
p_tot=(sxx(1,1)+syy(1,1)+szz(1,1))/3
end
def strain
strain=(xdisp(1,2)-xdisp(1,1))/1 ;L=1
end
step 10000
history 1 dytime
history 11 p_eff
history 12 pp i=1, j=1
history 13 p_tot
history 14 strain
history 15 sxy i 1 j 1
history 51 xaccel i=1, j=1
history 52 xaccel i=1, j=2
his nstep 10

fix x y
fix y j=1
ini pp 10e3
ini sxx -50e3
ini syy -50e3
ini szz -50e3
def initial_properties
$Gref=7200
$p0'=40
$n'=0.5
$G0=$Gref*(($p0')^0.5)*1000
$v=0.33
$K=(2*$G0*(1+$v))/(3*(1-2*$v))
end
initial_properties
print $G0
print $K

set dyn=on
initial ydisp=0
initial xdisp=0
set=large
def sin_wave
while_stepping
vv=ampl*sin(2.*pi*freq*dytime+pi/2)
xvel(1,2)=vv
xvel(2,2)=vv
end
set dy_damp=rayl 0.05 20
ini dy_damp hyst default -3.3 0.5
set ampl=0.004 freq 5
apply ff
free x y
free y j=1
fix x j=1
fix y j=1
fix x j=2
set step 10000000
set dydt 1.5e-5
set=large
solve dyt=2

prop dens 1500 shear $G0 bulk $K
cohesion=0 friction=35.0
prop poros 0.432
water bulk=2e9 density=1e3 tens 1e10
prop ff_latency=50
prop ff_switch=1
prop ff_c1=0.8
prop ff_c2=0.5
prop ff_c3=0.00
set ncwrite=50
def p_eff
p_eff=(sxx(1,1)+syy(1,1)+szz(1,1))/3+pp(
1,1)
end
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Annex C

Flac code - single element: pore water pressure generation – nondynamic model
__________________________________________________________________________________

conf dyn gw
set dyn=off
set flow=off
grid 1 1
m finn
gen 0,0 0,1 1,1 1,0
attach aside from 1,1 to 1,2 bside from 2,1
to 2,2
fix x y
fix y j=1
prop dens 1500 shear 44.64e6 bulk
116.41e6 cohesion=0 friction=35.0
prop poros 0.432
water bulk=2e9 density=1e3 tens 1e10
ini pp 10e3
ini sxx -50e3
ini syy -50e3
ini szz -50e3
prop ff_latency=50
prop ff_switch=1
prop ff_c1=0.8
prop ff_c2=0.5
prop ff_c3=0.00
set ncwrite=50
def p_eff
p_eff=(sxx(1,1)+syy(1,1)+szz(1,1))/3+pp(
1,1)
end
def p_tot
p_tot=(sxx(1,1)+syy(1,1)+szz(1,1))/3
end
def strain
strain=(xdisp(1,2)-xdisp(1,1))/1 ;L=1
end
step 10000

his nstep 10
set dyn=off ;;;;;;;;,
initial ydisp=0
initial xdisp=0
set=large
def sin_wave
while_stepping
if dytime<=0.2
vv=ampl
else
vv=vv1
if dytime<=0.4
vv1=-ampl
else
vv1=vv2
if dytime<=0.6
vv2=ampl
else
vv2=vv3
if dytime<=0.8
vv3=-ampl
else
vv3=vv4
if dytime<=1
vv4=ampl
else
vv4=vv5
if dytime<=1.2
vv5=-ampl
else
vv5=vv6
if dytime<=1.4
vv6=ampl
else
vv6=vv7
if dytime<=1.6
vv7=-ampl
else
vv7=vv8
if dytime<=1.8
vv8=ampl
else
vv8=vv9

history 1 dytime
history 11 p_eff
history 12 pp i=1, j=1
history 13 p_tot
history 14 strain
history 15 sxy i 1 j 1
history 51 xvel i=1, j=1
history 52 xvel i=1, j=2
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if dytime<2
vv9=-ampl
else
vv9=0
endif
endif
endif
endif
endif
endif
endif
endif
endif
endif
xvel(1,2)=vv
xvel(2,2)=vv

end
set dy_damp=rayl 0.05 20 ;frequency
noise, low level damping, oscillatory
jumps
ini dy_damp hyst default -3.6 0.5
set ampl=0.002
;apply ff
free x y
free y j=1
fix x j=1
fix y j=1
fix x j=2
set step 200000
set dydt 1.5e-5
set=large
solve dyt=2
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Annex D

Flac code – 1D model: Shear wave propagation
__________________________________________________________________________________

config dynamic extra 20
grid 1,21
me

prop density=2250.0 bulk=$K shear=$G
notnull group ’Bedrock’
history 1 dytime
history 2 xaccel i=1, j=2
history 3 xaccel i=1, j=22
history 4 xdisp i=1, j=2
history 5 xdisp i=1, j=22
history 15 xdisp i=2, j=22
history 21 xvel i=1, j=2
history 22 xvel i=1, j=22
hist 6 read motion.txt
hist write 6 table 6
call INT.FIS
set int_in=6 int_out=7
integrate

gen 0.0,-0.2 0.0,0.0 1.0,0.0 1.0,-0.2 i=1,2
j=1,2
gen 0.0,0.0 0.0,10.0 1.0,10.0 1.0,0.0 i=1,2
j=2,22
group ’Soil’ j 2 21
group ’Bedrock’ j 1
def properties
$G=9e7
$v=0.2
$K=(2*$G*(1+$v))/(3*(1-2*$v))
end
properties
print $G
print $K

apply ffield
apply xquiet from 1,1 to 2,1
apply yquiet from 1,1 to 2,1
fix y
apply sxy -450e3 hist table 7 from 1,1 to
2,1
set dy_damping rayleigh=0.02 3.35825

model elastic notnull group ’Soil’
prop density=2000.0 bulk=9.41176E7
notnull group ’Soil’
prop shear=3.60902E7 notnull group ’Soil’

set step 1000000
solve dytime 5

model elastic notnull group ’Bedrock’
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Annex E

Flac code – 1D model: evaluation of natural frequency
__________________________________________________________________________________

group ’Bottom_clay’ j 1 8 ; Vs 300 PI 30
group ’Sand’ j 9 20 ;Nevada sand
group ’Top_clay’ j 21 28 ;Vs 100 PI 30

config dynamic gw extra 20
grid 1,28
me
set grav 9.81, flow=off
;-----------------------------------------------------;
;GEOMETRY
;-----------------------------------------------------;
gen 0,0 0,14 1,14 1,0
;-----------------------------------------------------;
;STATIC BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
;-----------------------------------------------------;
fix y j=1
;-----------------------------------------------------;
;PROPERTIES
;-----------------------------------------------------;

prop dens=1500 shear=183.4E6
bulk=397.37E6 notnull group
’Bottom_clay’
prop dens=1500 shear=44.64e6
bulk=116.41e6 group ’Sand’
prop dens=1500 shear=20.4E6
bulk=44.2E6 notnull group ’Top_clay’
;-----------------------------------------;
call functions.dat
;-----------------------------------------;
;-----------------------------------------;
call historiesvel.dat
;-----------------------------------------;
set dydt 1e-4
solve dytime 5
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Annex F

Flac code – 1D model: pore water pressure generation
__________________________________________________________________________________

config dynamic gw extra 20
config dynamic gw extra 20
grid 1,28
me
set grav 9.81, flow=off, dyn=off

prop dens=1500 shear=183.4E6
bulk=397.37E6 notnull group
’Bottom_clay’
prop cohesion=300000.0e3 friction=0
notnull group ’Bottom_clay’

;-----------------------------------------------------;
;GEOMETRY
;-----------------------------------------------------;

prop dens=1500 shear=44.64e6
bulk=116.41e6 group ’Sand’
prop cohesion=0 friction=35.0 group
’Sand’
prop dens=1500 shear=20.4E6
bulk=44.2E6 notnull group ’Top_clay’
prop cohesion=30e3 friction=0 notnull
group ’Top_clay’

gen 0,0 0,14 1,14 1,0
;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
;GENERATION OF THE INITIAL
STRESS STATE - DRY SOIL
;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

struct prop 10 e 10e8 a 0.1 dens 0.1
;-----------------------------------------------------;
;FISH FUNCTIONS
;-----------------------------------------------------;
;if rigid beam boundary condition is used

;-----------------------------------------------------;
;STATIC BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
;-----------------------------------------------------;

group ’Bottom_clay’ j 1 8 ; Vs 300 PI 30
group ’Sand’ j 9 20 ;Nevada sand
group ’Top_clay’ j 21 28 ;Vs 100 PI 30

;def place_beams
;
iright=igp
;
ileft=igp-1
;
loop j (j1,j2-1)
;
command
;
struct beam begin grid iright,j end
grid ileft,j prop 10
;
end_command
;
end_loop
; end
;set j1=1 j2=30
;place_beams
;-----------------------------------------;
call functions.dat
;-----------------------------------------;

m mohr notnull group ’Bottom_clay’
m mohr notnull group ’Sand’
m mohr notnull group ’Top_clay’

;-----------------------------------------------------;
;HISTORIES

fix y j=1
attach aside from 1,29 to 1,1 bside from
2,29 to 2,1
;-----------------------------------------------------;
;PROPERTIES
;-----------------------------------------------------;
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;-----------------------------------------------------;

;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
;GENERATION OF THE INITIAL
STRESS STATE - SATURATED SOIL
;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

history 1 dytime
history 2 unbal
hist 6 read Greek_test_motion.txt
hist write 6 table 6

initial ydisp=0
initial xdisp=0
initial xvel 0 yvel 0 ;WHY IS IT
NEEDED?

his nstep 20
;-----------------------------------------;
call histories.dat
;-----------------------------------------;

set mechanical=on flow=off
water bulk=0.0

;-----------------------------------------------------;
step 3000
;-----------------------------------------------------;

;-----------------------------------------------------;
step 3000
;-----------------------------------------------------;
ini sat 0.0 j=29
fix sat j=29

;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
;GENERATION OF THE INITIAL PORE
PRESSURE
;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
initial ydisp=0
initial xdisp=0

;-----------------------------------------------------;
step 3000
;-----------------------------------------------------;
;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
;ASSIGNING PROPERTIES FOR FINN
;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

initial pp 140e3 var 0.0, -140e3
prop poros 0.5 perm 1e-8 notnull group
’Bottom_clay’
prop poros 0.5 perm 6.6e-6 group ’Sand’
prop poros 0.5 perm 1e-8 notnull group
’Top_clay’
water bulk 2e9 density 1e3

m finn notnull group ’Sand’
prop dens=1500 shear=44.64e6
bulk=116.41e6 group ’Sand’
prop cohesion=0 friction=35.0 group
’Sand’ ;NO POROSITY PERMEABILITY
ASSIGNED

set mechanical=off flow=on
;-----------------------------------------------------;
step 10000
;-----------------------------------------------------;

prop ff_switch=1 group ’Sand’
prop ff_c1=0.8 group ’Sand’
prop ff_c2=0.5 group ’Sand’
prop ff_c3=0.00 group ’Sand’
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prop ff_latency=1000000 group ’Sand’
set ncwrite=50

set fpcoeff=0.001
prop ff_latency=50 group ’Sand’

;-----------------------------------------------------;
step 3000
;-----------------------------------------------------;

set dy_damp=rayl 0.05 6.36
set corr_ffrot on
apply ffield

;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
;DYNAMIC PART
;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
set dyn=on
initial ydisp=0
initial xdisp=0

ini dy_damp hyst default -0.85 1.4 notnull
group ’Bottom_clay’
ini dy_damp hyst default -3.0 0.8 notnull
group ’Sand’
ini dy_damp hyst default -1.4 1 notnull
group ’Top_clay’
apply xacc 1.0 hist table 6 j 1
apply yacc 0.0 hist table 6 j 1

set=large
water bulk=2e9

set step 100000000
solve dytime 3
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Annex G

Flac code – 2D model with pipeline
________

new
config dynamic gw extra 20
grid 60,47
me
set grav 9.81, flow=off, dyn=off

fix y j=1
attach aside from 1,31 to 1,1 bside from
61,31 to 61,1
;-----------------------------------------------------;
;PROPERTIES
;-----------------------------------------------------;

;-----------------------------------------------------;
;GEOMETRY
;-----------------------------------------------------;
m null j 31

group ’Bottom_clay’ j 1 20 ; Vs 300 PI 30
group ’Sand’ j 21 26 ;Nevada sand
group ’Top_clay’ j 27 31 ;Vs 100 PI 30
group ’Sand’ j 32 48 ;Nevada sand

m null i 1 22 j 32 47
m null i 39 61 j 32 47

m mohr notnull group ’Bottom_clay’
m mohr notnull group ’Sand’
m mohr notnull group ’Top_clay’

gen 0,0 0,15 30,15 30,0 i=1,61 j=1,31
m null i 29 32 j 23 26

prop dens=1500 shear=183.4E6
bulk=397.37E6 notnull group
’Bottom_clay’
prop cohesion=300000.0e3 friction=0
notnull group ’Bottom_clay’

gen 14,11 14,13 16,13 16,11 i=23,39
j=32,48
gen circ 15,12 0.4

prop dens=1500 shear=44.64e6
bulk=116.41e6 notnull group ’Sand’
prop cohesion=0 friction=35.0 notnull
group ’Sand’

attach aside from 29,23 to 33,23 bside
from 23,32 to 39,32
attach aside long from 29,23 to 33,23 bside
long from 23,32 to 39,32

prop dens=1500 shear=20.4E6
bulk=44.2E6 notnull group ’Top_clay’
prop cohesion=30e3 friction=0 notnull
group ’Top_clay’

;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
;GENERATION OF THE INITIAL
STRESS STATE - DRY SOIL
;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

struct prop 5001 e 10e11 a 0.005 I 1.041e8 dens 7750 thickness 0.005
;-----------------------------------------------------;
solve
;-----------------------------------------------------;

;-----------------------------------------------------;
;STATIC BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
;-----------------------------------------------------;
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;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
;GENERATION OF THE INITIAL PORE
PRESSURE
;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
initial ydisp=0
initial xdisp=0

;-----------------------------------------------------;
fix pp i=1
fix pp i=61
ini sat 0.0 j=31
fix sat j=31
;-----------------------------------------------------;
solve
;-----------------------------------------------------;

initial pp 150e3 var 0.0, -150e3
prop poros 0.5 perm 1e-8 notnull group
’Bottom_clay’
prop poros 0.5 perm 6.6e-6 notnull group
’Sand’
prop poros 0.5 perm 1e-8 notnull group
’Top_clay’
water bulk 2e9 density 1e3

;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
;SETTING K0 VALUES
;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

set mechanical=off flow=on

def i_stress
loop i (1,izones)
loop jj (1,jzones)
j = jzones - jj + 1
if model(i,j) > 1 then
sxx(i,j)=k0*(syy(i,j)+pp(i,j))-pp(i,j)
szz(i,j)=k0*(syy(i,j)+pp(i,j))-pp(i,j)
else
syy(i,j) = 0.0
end_if
end_loop
end_loop
end
set k0 0.5
i_stress

;-----------------------------------------------------;
solve
;-----------------------------------------------------;
;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
;GENERATION OF THE INITIAL
STRESS STATE - SATURATED SOIL
;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
initial ydisp=0
initial xdisp=0
initial xvel 0 yvel 0

;-----------------------------------------------------;
solve
;-----------------------------------------------------;

set mechanical=on flow=off
water bulk=0.0

;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
;ASSIGNING PROPERTIES FOR FINN
;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

;-----------------------------------------------------;
solve
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m finn notnull group ’Sand’
prop dens=1500 shear=44.64e6
bulk=116.41e6 notnull group ’Sand’
prop cohesion=0 friction=35.0 notnull
group ’Sand’ ;NO POROSITY
PERMEABILITY ASSIGNED
prop poros 0.5 perm 6.6e-6 notnull group
’Sand’

;-----------------------------------------;
call functions_thesis_dg.dat
;-----------------------------------------;
;-----------------------------------------------------;
;HISTORIES
;-----------------------------------------------------;
history 1 dytime

prop ff_switch=1 notnull group ’Sand’
prop ff_c1=0.8 notnull group ’Sand’
prop ff_c2=0.5 notnull group ’Sand’
prop ff_c3=0.00 notnull group ’Sand’
prop ff_latency=1000000 notnull group
’Sand’
set ncwrite=50

history 2 unbal
hist 6 read Thesis_motion_Gilroy.txt
hist write 6 table 6
his nstep 200

;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
;GENERATION OF THE INITIAL
STRESS STATE - PIPELINE
EXCAVATION
;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

;-----------------------------------------;
call histories_thesis_dg.dat
;-----------------------------------------;
;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
;DYNAMIC PART
;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

initial ydisp=0
initial xdisp=0
initial xvel 0 yvel 0

set dyn=on
initial ydisp=0
initial xdisp=0

m null reg 30 40
struct liner long from 31,43 to 31,43 prop
5001
apply pressure 80e5 long from 31,43 to
31,43

set=large
water bulk=2e9
set fpcoeff=0.001 ;WHAT DOES IT DO?

;-----------------------------------------------------;
solve
;-----------------------------------------------------;

prop ff_latency=50 notnull group ’Sand’
set dy_damp=rayl 0.03 8.27
set corr_ffrot on

;-----------------------------------------------------;
;FISH FUNCTIONS
;-----------------------------------------------------;

ini dy_damp hyst default -0.85 1.4 notnull
group ’Bottom_clay’
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ini dy_damp hyst default -3.0 0.6 notnull
group ’Sand’
ini dy_damp hyst default -1.4 1 notnull
group ’Top_clay’

apply yacc 0.0 hist table 6 j 1
set step 1000000000
solve dytime 12
save dg30.sav

apply xacc 1.0 hist table 6 j 1
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Annex H

Flac code – 2D model with pipeline polarcoordinated grid
__________________________________________________________________________________

new
config dynamic gw extra 20
set grav 9.81, flow=off, dyn=off

gen 22.5,0.0 22.5,2.0 24.0,2.0 24.0,0.0
i=52,55 j=1,4
gen 24.0,0.0 24.0,2.0 25.5,2.0 25.5,0.0
i=55,58 j=1,4
gen 25.5,0.0 25.5,2.0 27.0,2.0 27.0,0.0
i=58,61 j=1,4
gen 27.0,0.0 27.0,2.0 28.499998,2.0
28.5,0.0 i=61,64 j=1,4
gen 28.5,0.0 28.499998,2.0 30.0,2.0
30.0,0.0 i=64,67 j=1,4
gen 0.0,2.0 0.0,4.0 1.5000001,4.0
1.5000001,2.0 i=1,4 j=4,7
gen 1.5000001,2.0 1.5000001,4.0
3.0000005,4.0 3.0000002,2.0 i=4,7 j=4,7
gen 3.0000002,2.0 3.0000005,4.0 4.5,4.0
4.5,2.0 i=7,10 j=4,7
gen 4.5,2.0 4.5,4.0 6.0,4.0 6.0,2.0 i=10,13
j=4,7
gen 6.0,2.0 6.0,4.0 7.5,4.0 7.5,2.0 i=13,16
j=4,7
gen 7.5,2.0 7.5,4.0 9.0,4.0 9.0,2.0 i=16,19
j=4,7
gen 9.0,2.0 9.0,4.0 10.5,4.0 10.5,2.0
i=19,22 j=4,7
gen 10.5,2.0 10.5,4.0 11.8,4.0 11.8,2.0
i=22,25 j=4,7
gen 11.8,2.0 11.8,4.0 13.0,4.0 13.0,2.0
i=25,28 j=4,7
gen 13.0,2.0 13.0,4.0 14.2,4.0 14.2,2.0
i=28,31 j=4,7
gen 14.2,2.0 14.2,4.0 15.0,4.0 15.0,2.0
i=31,34 j=4,7
gen 15.0,2.0 15.0,4.0 15.799999,4.0
15.8,2.0 i=34,37 j=4,7
gen 15.8,2.0 15.799999,4.0 17.0,4.0
17.0,2.0 i=37,40 j=4,7
gen 17.0,2.0 17.0,4.0 18.2,4.0 18.2,2.0
i=40,43 j=4,7
gen 18.2,2.0 18.2,4.0 19.5,4.0 19.5,2.0
i=43,46 j=4,7
gen 19.5,2.0 19.5,4.0 21.0,4.0 21.0,2.0
i=46,49 j=4,7
gen 21.0,2.0 21.0,4.0 22.5,4.0 22.5,2.0
i=49,52 j=4,7

;-----------------------------------------------------;
;GEOMETRY
;-----------------------------------------------------;
grid 85,30
gen 0.0,0.0 0.0,2.0 1.5000001,2.0 1.5,0.0
i=1,4 j=1,4
gen 1.5,0.0 1.5000001,2.0 3.0000002,2.0
3.0,0.0 i=4,7 j=1,4
gen 3.0,0.0 3.0000002,2.0 4.5,2.0 4.5,0.0
i=7,10 j=1,4
gen 4.5,0.0 4.5,2.0 6.0,2.0 6.0,0.0 i=10,13
j=1,4
gen 6.0,0.0 6.0,2.0 7.5,2.0 7.5,0.0 i=13,16
j=1,4
gen 7.5,0.0 7.5,2.0 9.0,2.0 9.0,0.0 i=16,19
j=1,4
gen 9.0,0.0 9.0,2.0 10.5,2.0 10.5,0.0
i=19,22 j=1,4
gen 10.5,0.0 10.5,2.0 11.8,2.0 11.8,0.0
i=22,25 j=1,4
gen 11.8,0.0 11.8,2.0 13.0,2.0 13.0,0.0
i=25,28 j=1,4
gen 13.0,0.0 13.0,2.0 14.2,2.0
14.2,1.7881393E-7 i=28,31 j=1,4
gen 14.2,1.7881393E-7 14.2,2.0 15.0,2.0
15.0,0.0 i=31,34 j=1,4
gen 15.0,0.0 15.0,2.0 15.8,2.0 15.799999,2.9802322E-7 i=34,37 j=1,4
gen 15.799999,-2.9802322E-7 15.8,2.0
17.0,2.0 17.0,0.0 i=37,40 j=1,4
gen 17.0,0.0 17.0,2.0 18.2,2.0 18.2,0.0
i=40,43 j=1,4
gen 18.2,0.0 18.2,2.0 19.5,2.0 19.5,0.0
i=43,46 j=1,4
gen 19.5,0.0 19.5,2.0 21.0,2.0 21.0,0.0
i=46,49 j=1,4
gen 21.0,0.0 21.0,2.0 22.5,2.0 22.5,0.0
i=49,52 j=1,4
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gen 22.5,2.0 22.5,4.0 24.0,4.0 24.0,2.0
i=52,55 j=4,7
gen 24.0,2.0 24.0,4.0 25.5,4.0 25.5,2.0
i=55,58 j=4,7
gen 25.5,2.0 25.5,4.0 27.0,4.0 27.0,2.0
i=58,61 j=4,7
gen 27.0,2.0 27.0,4.0 28.5,4.0
28.499998,2.0 i=61,64 j=4,7
gen 28.499998,2.0 28.5,4.0 30.0,4.0
30.0,2.0 i=64,67 j=4,7
gen 0.0,4.0 0.0,6.0 1.5,6.0 1.5000001,4.0
i=1,4 j=7,10
gen 1.5000001,4.0 1.5,6.0 3.0000002,6.0
3.0000005,4.0 i=4,7 j=7,10
gen 3.0000005,4.0 3.0000002,6.0 4.5,6.0
4.5,4.0 i=7,10 j=7,10
gen 4.5,4.0 4.5,6.0 6.0,6.0 6.0,4.0 i=10,13
j=7,10
gen 6.0,4.0 6.0,6.0 7.5,6.0 7.5,4.0 i=13,16
j=7,10
gen 7.5,4.0 7.5,6.0 9.0,6.0 9.0,4.0 i=16,19
j=7,10
gen 9.0,4.0 9.0,6.0 10.5,6.0 10.5,4.0
i=19,22 j=7,10
gen 10.5,4.0 10.5,6.0 11.800001,6.0
11.8,4.0 i=22,25 j=7,10
gen 11.8,4.0 11.800001,6.0 13.0,6.0
13.0,4.0 i=25,28 j=7,10
gen 13.0,4.0 13.0,6.0 14.2,6.0 14.2,4.0
i=28,31 j=7,10
gen 14.2,4.0 14.2,6.0 15.000001,6.0
15.0,4.0 i=31,34 j=7,10
gen 15.0,4.0 15.000001,6.0 15.799999,6.0
15.799999,4.0 i=34,37 j=7,10
gen 15.799999,4.0 15.799999,6.0 17.0,6.0
17.0,4.0 i=37,40 j=7,10
gen 17.0,4.0 17.0,6.0 18.2,6.0 18.2,4.0
i=40,43 j=7,10
gen 18.2,4.0 18.2,6.0 19.5,6.0 19.5,4.0
i=43,46 j=7,10
gen 19.5,4.0 19.5,6.0 21.0,6.0 21.0,4.0
i=46,49 j=7,10
gen 21.0,4.0 21.0,6.0 22.5,6.0 22.5,4.0
i=49,52 j=7,10
gen 22.5,4.0 22.5,6.0 24.0,6.0 24.0,4.0
i=52,55 j=7,10

gen 24.0,4.0 24.0,6.0 25.500002,6.0
25.5,4.0 i=55,58 j=7,10
gen 25.5,4.0 25.500002,6.0 27.0,6.0
27.0,4.0 i=58,61 j=7,10
gen 27.0,4.0 27.0,6.0 28.5,6.0 28.5,4.0
i=61,64 j=7,10
gen 28.5,4.0 28.5,6.0 30.0,6.0 30.0,4.0
i=64,67 j=7,10
gen 0.0,6.0 0.0,8.0 1.5,8.0 1.5,6.0 i=1,4
j=10,13
gen 1.5,6.0 1.5,8.0 3.0,8.0 3.0000002,6.0
i=4,7 j=10,13
gen 3.0000002,6.0 3.0,8.0 4.5,8.0 4.5,6.0
i=7,10 j=10,13
gen 4.5,6.0 4.5,8.0 6.0,8.0 6.0,6.0 i=10,13
j=10,13
gen 6.0,6.0 6.0,8.0 7.5,8.0 7.5,6.0 i=13,16
j=10,13
gen 7.5,6.0 7.5,8.0 9.0,8.0 9.0,6.0 i=16,19
j=10,13
gen 9.0,6.0 9.0,8.0 10.5,8.0 10.5,6.0
i=19,22 j=10,13
gen 10.5,6.0 10.5,8.0 11.8,8.0
11.800001,6.0 i=22,25 j=10,13
gen 11.800001,6.0 11.8,8.0 13.0,8.0
13.0,6.0 i=25,28 j=10,13
gen 13.0,6.0 13.0,8.0 14.199999,8.0
14.2,6.0 i=28,31 j=10,13
gen 14.2,6.0 14.199999,8.0 15.0,8.0
15.000001,6.0 i=31,34 j=10,13
gen 15.000001,6.0 15.0,8.0 15.799999,8.0
15.799999,6.0 i=34,37 j=10,13
gen 15.799999,6.0 15.799999,8.0 17.0,8.0
17.0,6.0 i=37,40 j=10,13
gen 17.0,6.0 17.0,8.0 18.2,8.0 18.2,6.0
i=40,43 j=10,13
gen 18.2,6.0 18.2,8.0 19.5,8.0 19.5,6.0
i=43,46 j=10,13
gen 19.5,6.0 19.5,8.0 21.0,8.0 21.0,6.0
i=46,49 j=10,13
gen 21.0,6.0 21.0,8.0 22.5,8.0 22.5,6.0
i=49,52 j=10,13
gen 22.5,6.0 22.5,8.0 24.0,8.0 24.0,6.0
i=52,55 j=10,13
gen 24.0,6.0 24.0,8.0 25.5,8.0
25.500002,6.0 i=55,58 j=10,13
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gen 25.500002,6.0 25.5,8.0 27.0,8.0
27.0,6.0 i=58,61 j=10,13
gen 27.0,6.0 27.0,8.0 28.5,8.0 28.5,6.0
i=61,64 j=10,13
gen 28.5,6.0 28.5,8.0 30.0,8.0 30.0,6.0
i=64,67 j=10,13
gen 0.0,8.0 0.0,10.0 1.5,10.0 1.5,8.0 i=1,4
j=13,16
gen 1.5,8.0 1.5,10.0 3.0,10.0 3.0,8.0 i=4,7
j=13,16
gen 3.0,8.0 3.0,10.0 4.5,10.0 4.5,8.0 i=7,10
j=13,16
gen 4.5,8.0 4.5,10.0 6.0,10.0 6.0,8.0
i=10,13 j=13,16
gen 6.0,8.0 6.0,10.0 7.5,10.0 7.5,8.0
i=13,16 j=13,16
gen 7.5,8.0 7.5,10.0 9.0,10.0 9.0,8.0
i=16,19 j=13,16
gen 9.0,8.0 9.0,10.0 10.5,10.0 10.5,8.0
i=19,22 j=13,16
gen 10.5,8.0 10.5,10.0 11.8,10.0 11.8,8.0
i=22,25 j=13,16
gen 11.8,8.0 11.8,10.0 13.0,10.0 13.0,8.0
i=25,28 j=13,16
gen 13.0,8.0 13.0,10.0 14.2,10.0
14.199999,8.0 i=28,31 j=13,16
gen 14.199999,8.0 14.2,10.0 15.0,10.0
15.0,8.0 i=31,34 j=13,16
gen 15.0,8.0 15.0,10.0 15.799999,10.0
15.799999,8.0 i=34,37 j=13,16
gen 15.799999,8.0 15.799999,10.0
17.0,10.0 17.0,8.0 i=37,40 j=13,16
gen 17.0,8.0 17.0,10.0 18.2,10.0 18.2,8.0
i=40,43 j=13,16
gen 18.2,8.0 18.2,10.0 19.5,10.0 19.5,8.0
i=43,46 j=13,16
gen 19.5,8.0 19.5,10.0 21.0,10.0 21.0,8.0
i=46,49 j=13,16
gen 21.0,8.0 21.0,10.0 22.5,10.0 22.5,8.0
i=49,52 j=13,16
gen 22.5,8.0 22.5,10.0 24.0,10.0 24.0,8.0
i=52,55 j=13,16
gen 24.0,8.0 24.0,10.0 25.5,10.0 25.5,8.0
i=55,58 j=13,16
gen 25.5,8.0 25.5,10.0 27.0,10.0 27.0,8.0
i=58,61 j=13,16

gen 27.0,8.0 27.0,10.0 28.5,10.0 28.5,8.0
i=61,64 j=13,16
gen 28.5,8.0 28.5,10.0 30.0,10.0 30.0,8.0
i=64,67 j=13,16
gen 0.0,10.0 0.0,11.2 1.5,11.199999
1.5,10.0 i=1,4 j=16,19
gen 1.5,10.0 1.5,11.199999 3.0,11.199999
3.0,10.0 i=4,7 j=16,19
gen 3.0,10.0 3.0,11.199999 4.5,11.199999
4.5,10.0 i=7,10 j=16,19
gen 4.5,10.0 4.5,11.199999 6.0,11.199999
6.0,10.0 i=10,13 j=16,19
gen 6.0,10.0 6.0,11.199999 7.5,11.199999
7.5,10.0 i=13,16 j=16,19
gen 7.5,10.0 7.5,11.199999 9.0,11.199999
9.0,10.0 i=16,19 j=16,19
gen 9.0,10.0 9.0,11.199999
10.5,11.199999 10.5,10.0 i=19,22 j=16,19
gen 10.5,10.0 10.5,11.199999
11.8,11.199999 11.8,10.0 i=22,25 j=16,19
gen 11.8,10.0 11.8,11.199999 13.0,11.2
13.0,10.0 i=25,28 j=16,19
gen 13.0,10.0 13.0,11.2 14.2,11.2
14.2,10.0 i=28,31 j=16,19
gen 14.2,10.0 14.2,11.2 15.0,11.2
15.0,10.0 i=31,34 j=16,19
gen 15.0,10.0 15.0,11.2 15.8,11.2
15.799999,10.0 i=34,37 j=16,19
gen 15.799999,10.0 15.8,11.2 17.0,11.2
17.0,10.0 i=37,40 j=16,19
gen 17.0,10.0 17.0,11.2 18.2,11.2
18.2,10.0 i=40,43 j=16,19
gen 18.2,10.0 18.2,11.2 19.5,11.2
19.5,10.0 i=43,46 j=16,19
gen 19.5,10.0 19.5,11.2 21.0,11.2
21.0,10.0 i=46,49 j=16,19
gen 21.0,10.0 21.0,11.2 22.5,11.2
22.5,10.0 i=49,52 j=16,19
gen 22.5,10.0 22.5,11.2 24.0,11.2
24.0,10.0 i=52,55 j=16,19
gen 24.0,10.0 24.0,11.2 25.5,11.2
25.5,10.0 i=55,58 j=16,19
gen 25.5,10.0 25.5,11.2 27.0,11.2
27.0,10.0 i=58,61 j=16,19
gen 27.0,10.0 27.0,11.2 28.5,11.2
28.5,10.0 i=61,64 j=16,19
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gen 28.5,10.0 28.5,11.2 30.0,11.2
30.0,10.0 i=64,67 j=16,19
gen 0.0,11.2 0.0,12.0 1.5,12.0
1.5,11.199999 i=1,4 j=19,22
gen 1.5,11.199999 1.5,12.0 3.0,12.0
3.0,11.199999 i=4,7 j=19,22
gen 3.0,11.199999 3.0,12.0 4.5,12.0
4.5,11.199999 i=7,10 j=19,22
gen 4.5,11.199999 4.5,12.0 6.0,12.0
6.0,11.199999 i=10,13 j=19,22
gen 6.0,11.199999 6.0,12.0 7.5,12.0
7.5,11.199999 i=13,16 j=19,22
gen 7.5,11.199999 7.5,12.0 9.0,12.0
9.0,11.199999 i=16,19 j=19,22
gen 9.0,11.199999 9.0,12.0 10.5,12.0
10.5,11.199999 i=19,22 j=19,22
gen 10.5,11.199999 10.5,12.0 11.8,12.0
11.8,11.199999 i=22,25 j=19,22
gen 11.8,11.199999 11.8,12.0 13.0,12.0
13.0,11.2 i=25,28 j=19,22
gen 13.0,11.2 13.0,12.0 14.2,12.0
14.2,11.2 i=28,31 j=19,22
gen 14.2,11.2 14.2,12.0 14.6,12.0
14.717157,11.7051735 i=68,71 j=7,10
gen 14.2,11.2 14.717157,11.7051735
15.0,11.583052 15.0,11.2 i=74,77 j=1,4
gen 15.0,11.2 15.0,11.583052
15.282843,11.7051735 15.8,11.2 i=77,80
j=1,4
gen 15.282843,11.7051735 15.4,12.0
15.8,12.0 15.8,11.2 i=83,86 j=7,10
gen 15.8,11.2 15.8,12.0 17.0,12.0
17.0,11.2 i=37,40 j=19,22
gen 17.0,11.2 17.0,12.0 18.2,12.0
18.2,11.2 i=40,43 j=19,22
gen 18.2,11.2 18.2,12.0 19.5,12.0
19.5,11.2 i=43,46 j=19,22
gen 19.5,11.2 19.5,12.0 21.0,12.0
21.0,11.2 i=46,49 j=19,22
gen 21.0,11.2 21.0,12.0 22.5,12.0
22.5,11.2 i=49,52 j=19,22
gen 22.5,11.2 22.5,12.0 24.0,12.0
24.0,11.2 i=52,55 j=19,22
gen 24.0,11.2 24.0,12.0 25.5,12.0
25.5,11.2 i=55,58 j=19,22
gen 25.5,11.2 25.5,12.0 27.0,12.0
27.0,11.2 i=58,61 j=19,22

gen 27.0,11.2 27.0,12.0 28.5,12.0
28.5,11.2 i=61,64 j=19,22
gen 28.5,11.2 28.5,12.0 30.0,12.0
30.0,11.2 i=64,67 j=19,22
gen 15.0,11.583052 15.0,11.8 15.2,11.8
15.282843,11.7051735 i=77,80 j=4,7
gen 14.717157,11.7051735 14.8,11.8
15.0,11.8 15.0,11.583052 i=74,77 j=4,7
gen 14.717157,11.7051735 14.6,12.0
14.8,12.0 14.8,11.8 i=71,74 j=7,10
gen 14.8,11.8 14.8,12.0 15.0,12.0
15.0,11.8 i=74,77 j=7,10
gen 15.0,11.8 15.0,12.0 15.2,12.0
15.2,11.8 i=77,80 j=7,10
gen 15.2,11.8 15.2,12.0 15.4,12.0
15.282843,11.7051735 i=80,83 j=7,10
gen 0.0,12.0 0.0,12.8 1.5,12.8 1.5,12.0
i=1,4 j=22,25
gen 1.5,12.0 1.5,12.8 3.0,12.799999
3.0,12.0 i=4,7 j=22,25
gen 3.0,12.0 3.0,12.799999 4.5,12.799999
4.5,12.0 i=7,10 j=22,25
gen 4.5,12.0 4.5,12.799999 6.0,12.799999
6.0,12.0 i=10,13 j=22,25
gen 6.0,12.0 6.0,12.799999 7.5,12.799998
7.5,12.0 i=13,16 j=22,25
gen 7.5,12.0 7.5,12.799998 9.0,12.799999
9.0,12.0 i=16,19 j=22,25
gen 9.0,12.0 9.0,12.799999
10.5,12.799999 10.5,12.0 i=19,22 j=22,25
gen 10.5,12.0 10.5,12.799999
11.8,12.799999 11.8,12.0 i=22,25 j=22,25
gen 11.8,12.0 11.8,12.799999 13.0,12.8
13.0,12.0 i=25,28 j=22,25
gen 13.0,12.0 13.0,12.8 14.2,12.8
14.2,12.0 i=28,31 j=22,25
gen 14.2,12.0 14.2,12.8
14.717157,12.282843 14.6,12.0 i=68,71
j=10,13
gen 14.6,12.0 14.717157,12.282843
14.8,12.2 14.8,12.0 i=71,74 j=10,13
gen 14.8,12.0 14.8,12.2 15.0,12.2
15.0,12.0 i=74,77 j=10,13
gen 15.0,12.0 15.0,12.2 15.2,12.2
15.2,12.0 i=77,80 j=10,13
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gen 15.2,12.0 15.2,12.2
15.282843,12.282843 15.4,12.0 i=80,83
j=10,13
gen 15.4,12.0 15.282843,12.282843
15.8,12.8 15.8,12.0 i=83,86 j=10,13
gen 15.8,12.0 15.8,12.8 17.0,12.799999
17.0,12.0 i=37,40 j=22,25
gen 17.0,12.0 17.0,12.799999
18.2,12.799999 18.2,12.0 i=40,43 j=22,25
gen 18.2,12.0 18.2,12.799999
19.5,12.799998 19.5,12.0 i=43,46 j=22,25
gen 19.5,12.0 19.5,12.799998
21.0,12.799998 21.0,12.0 i=46,49 j=22,25
gen 21.0,12.0 21.0,12.799998
22.5,12.799998 22.5,12.0 i=49,52 j=22,25
gen 22.5,12.0 22.5,12.799998
24.0,12.799999 24.0,12.0 i=52,55 j=22,25
gen 24.0,12.0 24.0,12.799999
25.5,12.799999 25.5,12.0 i=55,58 j=22,25
gen 25.5,12.0 25.5,12.799999
27.0,12.799999 27.0,12.0 i=58,61 j=22,25
gen 27.0,12.0 27.0,12.799999
28.5,12.799999 28.5,12.0 i=61,64 j=22,25
gen 28.5,12.0 28.5,12.799999
30.0,12.799999 30.0,12.0 i=64,67 j=22,25
gen 14.8,12.2 14.717157,12.282843
15.0,12.4 15.0,12.2 i=74,77 j=13,16
gen 15.0,12.2 15.0,12.4
15.282843,12.282843 15.2,12.2 i=77,80
j=13,16
gen 14.717157,12.282843 14.2,12.8
15.0,12.8 15.0,12.4 i=74,77 j=16,19
gen 15.0,12.4 15.0,12.8 15.8,12.8
15.282843,12.282843 i=77,80 j=16,19
gen 0.0,12.8 0.0,14.0 1.5,14.0 1.5,12.8
i=1,4 j=25,28
gen 1.5,12.8 1.5,14.0 3.0,13.999999
3.0,12.799999 i=4,7 j=25,28
gen 3.0,12.799999 3.0,13.999999 4.5,14.0
4.5,12.799999 i=7,10 j=25,28
gen 4.5,12.799999 4.5,14.0 6.0,13.999999
6.0,12.799999 i=10,13 j=25,28
gen 6.0,12.799999 6.0,13.999999
7.5,13.999999 7.5,12.799998 i=13,16
j=25,28
gen 7.5,12.799998 7.5,13.999999 9.0,14.0
9.0,12.799999 i=16,19 j=25,28

gen 9.0,12.799999 9.0,14.0 10.5,14.0
10.5,12.799999 i=19,22 j=25,28
gen 10.5,12.799999 10.5,14.0
11.800001,14.0 11.8,12.799999 i=22,25
j=25,28
gen 11.8,12.799999 11.800001,14.0
13.0,14.0 13.0,12.8 i=25,28 j=25,28
gen 13.0,12.8 13.0,14.0 14.2,14.0
14.2,12.8 i=28,31 j=25,28
gen 14.2,12.8 14.2,14.0 15.0,14.0
15.0,12.8 i=31,34 j=25,28
gen 15.0,12.8 15.0,14.0 15.799999,14.0
15.8,12.8 i=34,37 j=25,28
gen 15.8,12.8 15.799999,14.0 17.0,14.0
17.0,12.799999 i=37,40 j=25,28
gen 17.0,12.799999 17.0,14.0 18.2,14.0
18.2,12.799999 i=40,43 j=25,28
gen 18.2,12.799999 18.2,14.0
19.5,13.999999 19.5,12.799998 i=43,46
j=25,28
gen 19.5,12.799998 19.5,13.999999
21.0,13.999999 21.0,12.799998 i=46,49
j=25,28
gen 21.0,12.799998 21.0,13.999999
22.5,14.0 22.5,12.799998 i=49,52 j=25,28
gen 22.5,12.799998 22.5,14.0 24.0,14.0
24.0,12.799999 i=52,55 j=25,28
gen 24.0,12.799999 24.0,14.0 25.5,14.0
25.5,12.799999 i=55,58 j=25,28
gen 25.5,12.799999 25.5,14.0
26.999998,13.999999 27.0,12.799999
i=58,61 j=25,28
gen 27.0,12.799999 26.999998,13.999999
28.5,14.0 28.5,12.799999 i=61,64 j=25,28
gen 28.5,12.799999 28.5,14.0 30.0,14.0
30.0,12.799999 i=64,67 j=25,28
gen 0.0,14.0 0.0,15.0 1.5,15.0 1.5,14.0
i=1,4 j=28,31
gen 1.5,14.0 1.5,15.0 3.0,15.0
3.0,13.999999 i=4,7 j=28,31
gen 3.0,13.999999 3.0,15.0 4.5,15.0
4.5,14.0 i=7,10 j=28,31
gen 4.5,14.0 4.5,15.0 6.0,15.0
6.0,13.999999 i=10,13 j=28,31
gen 6.0,13.999999 6.0,15.0 7.5,15.0
7.5,13.999999 i=13,16 j=28,31
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gen 7.5,13.999999 7.5,15.0 9.0,15.0
9.0,14.0 i=16,19 j=28,31
gen 9.0,14.0 9.0,15.0 10.5,15.0 10.5,14.0
i=19,22 j=28,31
gen 10.5,14.0 10.5,15.0 11.8,15.0
11.800001,14.0 i=22,25 j=28,31
gen 11.800001,14.0 11.8,15.0 13.0,15.0
13.0,14.0 i=25,28 j=28,31
gen 13.0,14.0 13.0,15.0 14.2,15.0
14.2,14.0 i=28,31 j=28,31
gen 14.2,14.0 14.2,15.0 15.0,15.0
15.0,14.0 i=31,34 j=28,31
gen 15.0,14.0 15.0,15.0 15.799999,15.0
15.799999,14.0 i=34,37 j=28,31
gen 15.799999,14.0 15.799999,15.0
17.0,15.0 17.0,14.0 i=37,40 j=28,31
gen 17.0,14.0 17.0,15.0 18.2,15.0
18.2,14.0 i=40,43 j=28,31
gen 18.2,14.0 18.2,15.0 19.5,15.0
19.5,13.999999 i=43,46 j=28,31
gen 19.5,13.999999 19.5,15.0 21.0,15.0
21.0,13.999999 i=46,49 j=28,31
gen 21.0,13.999999 21.0,15.0 22.5,15.0
22.5,14.0 i=49,52 j=28,31
gen 22.5,14.0 22.5,15.0 24.0,15.0
24.0,14.0 i=52,55 j=28,31
gen 24.0,14.0 24.0,15.0 25.5,15.0
25.5,14.0 i=55,58 j=28,31
gen 25.5,14.0 25.5,15.0 27.0,15.0
26.999998,13.999999 i=58,61 j=28,31
gen 26.999998,13.999999 27.0,15.0
28.5,15.0 28.5,14.0 i=61,64 j=28,31
gen 28.5,14.0 28.5,15.0 30.0,15.0
30.0,14.0 i=64,67 j=28,31
; Define nonlinear edges and interpolate
subgrids
gen col 71,8 14.65355 11.792465
14.613884 11.892866
gen row 75,4 14.799288 11.639385
14.895792 11.597482
gen row 78,4 15.104208 11.597482
15.200712 11.639385
gen col 83,8 15.346451 11.792465
15.386116 11.892866
gen col 71,11 14.614044 12.10342
14.653959 12.199781

gen col 83,11 15.385955 12.10342
15.346041 12.199781
gen row 75,16 14.8 12.346411 14.896472
12.386369
gen row 78,16 15.103421 12.385956
15.199781 12.346041
gen bilinear i=68,71 j=7,10
gen bilinear i=74,77 j=1,4
gen bilinear i=77,80 j=1,4
gen bilinear i=83,86 j=7,10
gen bilinear i=77,80 j=4,7
gen bilinear i=74,77 j=4,7
gen bilinear i=71,74 j=7,10
gen bilinear i=80,83 j=7,10
gen bilinear i=68,71 j=10,13
gen bilinear i=71,74 j=10,13
gen bilinear i=80,83 j=10,13
gen bilinear i=83,86 j=10,13
gen bilinear i=74,77 j=13,16
gen bilinear i=77,80 j=13,16
gen bilinear i=74,77 j=16,19
gen bilinear i=77,80 j=16,19
model elastic i=1,3 j=1,3
model elastic i=4,6 j=1,3
model elastic i=7,9 j=1,3
model elastic i=10,12 j=1,3
model elastic i=13,15 j=1,3
model elastic i=16,18 j=1,3
model elastic i=19,21 j=1,3
model elastic i=22,24 j=1,3
model elastic i=25,27 j=1,3
model elastic i=28,30 j=1,3
model elastic i=31,33 j=1,3
model elastic i=34,36 j=1,3
model elastic i=37,39 j=1,3
model elastic i=40,42 j=1,3
model elastic i=43,45 j=1,3
model elastic i=46,48 j=1,3
model elastic i=49,51 j=1,3
model elastic i=52,54 j=1,3
model elastic i=55,57 j=1,3
model elastic i=58,60 j=1,3
model elastic i=61,63 j=1,3
model elastic i=64,66 j=1,3
model elastic i=1,3 j=4,6
model elastic i=4,6 j=4,6
model elastic i=7,9 j=4,6
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model elastic i=10,12 j=4,6
model elastic i=13,15 j=4,6
model elastic i=16,18 j=4,6
model elastic i=19,21 j=4,6
model elastic i=22,24 j=4,6
model elastic i=25,27 j=4,6
model elastic i=28,30 j=4,6
model elastic i=31,33 j=4,6
model elastic i=34,36 j=4,6
model elastic i=37,39 j=4,6
model elastic i=40,42 j=4,6
model elastic i=43,45 j=4,6
model elastic i=46,48 j=4,6
model elastic i=49,51 j=4,6
model elastic i=52,54 j=4,6
model elastic i=55,57 j=4,6
model elastic i=58,60 j=4,6
model elastic i=61,63 j=4,6
model elastic i=64,66 j=4,6
model elastic i=1,3 j=7,9
model elastic i=4,6 j=7,9
model elastic i=7,9 j=7,9
model elastic i=10,12 j=7,9
model elastic i=13,15 j=7,9
model elastic i=16,18 j=7,9
model elastic i=19,21 j=7,9
model elastic i=22,24 j=7,9
model elastic i=25,27 j=7,9
model elastic i=28,30 j=7,9
model elastic i=31,33 j=7,9
model elastic i=34,36 j=7,9
model elastic i=37,39 j=7,9
model elastic i=40,42 j=7,9
model elastic i=43,45 j=7,9
model elastic i=46,48 j=7,9
model elastic i=49,51 j=7,9
model elastic i=52,54 j=7,9
model elastic i=55,57 j=7,9
model elastic i=58,60 j=7,9
model elastic i=61,63 j=7,9
model elastic i=64,66 j=7,9
model elastic i=1,3 j=10,12
model elastic i=4,6 j=10,12
model elastic i=7,9 j=10,12
model elastic i=10,12 j=10,12
model elastic i=13,15 j=10,12
model elastic i=16,18 j=10,12

model elastic i=19,21 j=10,12
model elastic i=22,24 j=10,12
model elastic i=25,27 j=10,12
model elastic i=28,30 j=10,12
model elastic i=31,33 j=10,12
model elastic i=34,36 j=10,12
model elastic i=37,39 j=10,12
model elastic i=40,42 j=10,12
model elastic i=43,45 j=10,12
model elastic i=46,48 j=10,12
model elastic i=49,51 j=10,12
model elastic i=52,54 j=10,12
model elastic i=55,57 j=10,12
model elastic i=58,60 j=10,12
model elastic i=61,63 j=10,12
model elastic i=64,66 j=10,12
model elastic i=1,3 j=13,15
model elastic i=4,6 j=13,15
model elastic i=7,9 j=13,15
model elastic i=10,12 j=13,15
model elastic i=13,15 j=13,15
model elastic i=16,18 j=13,15
model elastic i=19,21 j=13,15
model elastic i=22,24 j=13,15
model elastic i=25,27 j=13,15
model elastic i=28,30 j=13,15
model elastic i=31,33 j=13,15
model elastic i=34,36 j=13,15
model elastic i=37,39 j=13,15
model elastic i=40,42 j=13,15
model elastic i=43,45 j=13,15
model elastic i=46,48 j=13,15
model elastic i=49,51 j=13,15
model elastic i=52,54 j=13,15
model elastic i=55,57 j=13,15
model elastic i=58,60 j=13,15
model elastic i=61,63 j=13,15
model elastic i=64,66 j=13,15
model elastic i=1,3 j=16,18
model elastic i=4,6 j=16,18
model elastic i=7,9 j=16,18
model elastic i=10,12 j=16,18
model elastic i=13,15 j=16,18
model elastic i=16,18 j=16,18
model elastic i=19,21 j=16,18
model elastic i=22,24 j=16,18
model elastic i=25,27 j=16,18
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model elastic i=28,30 j=16,18
model elastic i=31,33 j=16,18
model elastic i=34,36 j=16,18
model elastic i=37,39 j=16,18
model elastic i=40,42 j=16,18
model elastic i=43,45 j=16,18
model elastic i=46,48 j=16,18
model elastic i=49,51 j=16,18
model elastic i=52,54 j=16,18
model elastic i=55,57 j=16,18
model elastic i=58,60 j=16,18
model elastic i=61,63 j=16,18
model elastic i=64,66 j=16,18
model elastic i=1,3 j=19,21
model elastic i=4,6 j=19,21
model elastic i=7,9 j=19,21
model elastic i=10,12 j=19,21
model elastic i=13,15 j=19,21
model elastic i=16,18 j=19,21
model elastic i=19,21 j=19,21
model elastic i=22,24 j=19,21
model elastic i=25,27 j=19,21
model elastic i=28,30 j=19,21
model elastic i=68,70 j=7,9
model elastic i=74,76 j=1,3
model elastic i=77,79 j=1,3
model elastic i=83,85 j=7,9
model elastic i=37,39 j=19,21
model elastic i=40,42 j=19,21
model elastic i=43,45 j=19,21
model elastic i=46,48 j=19,21
model elastic i=49,51 j=19,21
model elastic i=52,54 j=19,21
model elastic i=55,57 j=19,21
model elastic i=58,60 j=19,21
model elastic i=61,63 j=19,21
model elastic i=64,66 j=19,21
model elastic i=77,79 j=4,6
model elastic i=74,76 j=4,6
model elastic i=71,73 j=7,9
model elastic i=74,76 j=7,9
model elastic i=77,79 j=7,9
model elastic i=80,82 j=7,9
model elastic i=1,3 j=22,24
model elastic i=4,6 j=22,24
model elastic i=7,9 j=22,24
model elastic i=10,12 j=22,24

model elastic i=13,15 j=22,24
model elastic i=16,18 j=22,24
model elastic i=19,21 j=22,24
model elastic i=22,24 j=22,24
model elastic i=25,27 j=22,24
model elastic i=28,30 j=22,24
model elastic i=68,70 j=10,12
model elastic i=71,73 j=10,12
model elastic i=74,76 j=10,12
model elastic i=77,79 j=10,12
model elastic i=80,82 j=10,12
model elastic i=83,85 j=10,12
model elastic i=37,39 j=22,24
model elastic i=40,42 j=22,24
model elastic i=43,45 j=22,24
model elastic i=46,48 j=22,24
model elastic i=49,51 j=22,24
model elastic i=52,54 j=22,24
model elastic i=55,57 j=22,24
model elastic i=58,60 j=22,24
model elastic i=61,63 j=22,24
model elastic i=64,66 j=22,24
model elastic i=74,76 j=13,15
model elastic i=77,79 j=13,15
model elastic i=74,76 j=16,18
model elastic i=77,79 j=16,18
model elastic i=1,3 j=25,27
model elastic i=4,6 j=25,27
model elastic i=7,9 j=25,27
model elastic i=10,12 j=25,27
model elastic i=13,15 j=25,27
model elastic i=16,18 j=25,27
model elastic i=19,21 j=25,27
model elastic i=22,24 j=25,27
model elastic i=25,27 j=25,27
model elastic i=28,30 j=25,27
model elastic i=31,33 j=25,27
model elastic i=34,36 j=25,27
model elastic i=37,39 j=25,27
model elastic i=40,42 j=25,27
model elastic i=43,45 j=25,27
model elastic i=46,48 j=25,27
model elastic i=49,51 j=25,27
model elastic i=52,54 j=25,27
model elastic i=55,57 j=25,27
model elastic i=58,60 j=25,27
model elastic i=61,63 j=25,27
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model elastic i=64,66 j=25,27
model elastic i=1,3 j=28,30
model elastic i=4,6 j=28,30
model elastic i=7,9 j=28,30
model elastic i=10,12 j=28,30
model elastic i=13,15 j=28,30
model elastic i=16,18 j=28,30
model elastic i=19,21 j=28,30
model elastic i=22,24 j=28,30
model elastic i=25,27 j=28,30
model elastic i=28,30 j=28,30
model elastic i=31,33 j=28,30
model elastic i=34,36 j=28,30
model elastic i=37,39 j=28,30
model elastic i=40,42 j=28,30
model elastic i=43,45 j=28,30
model elastic i=46,48 j=28,30
model elastic i=49,51 j=28,30
model elastic i=52,54 j=28,30
model elastic i=55,57 j=28,30
model elastic i=58,60 j=28,30
model elastic i=61,63 j=28,30
model elastic i=64,66 j=28,30
; Attach grids
attach aside from 74,1 to 77,1 bside from
31,19 to 34,19
attach aside from 77,1 to 80,1 bside from
34,19 to 37,19
attach aside from 68,7 to 68,10 bside from
31,19 to 31,22
attach aside from 74,1 to 74,4 bside from
68,7 to 71,7
attach aside from 86,7 to 83,7 bside from
80,1 to 80,4
attach aside from 37,19 to 37,22 bside
from 86,7 to 86,10
attach aside from 83,7 to 81,7 bside from
80,4 to 80,6
attach aside from 71,7 to 73,7 bside from
74,4 to 74,6
attach aside from 68,10 to 68,13 bside
from 31,22 to 31,25
attach aside from 74,19 to 74,16 bside
from 68,13 to 71,13
attach aside from 74,16 to 74,14 bside
from 71,13 to 73,13

attach aside from 80,16 to 80,14 bside
from 83,13 to 81,13
attach aside from 80,19 to 80,16 bside
from 86,13 to 83,13
attach aside from 37,22 to 37,25 bside
from 86,10 to 86,13
attach aside from 31,25 to 34,25 bside
from 74,19 to 77,19
attach aside from 34,25 to 37,25 bside
from 77,19 to 80,19

;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
;GENERATION OF THE INITIAL
STRESS STATE - DRY SOIL
;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
;-----------------------------------------------------;
;STATIC BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
;-----------------------------------------------------;
fix y i 1 67 j 1
attach aside from 1,31 to 1,1 bside from
67,31 to 67,1
;-----------------------------------------------------;
;PROPERTIES
;-----------------------------------------------------;
group ’Bottom_clay’ i 1 67 j 1 18 ; Vs 300
PI 30
group ’Sand’ i 1 67 j 19 26 ;Nevada sand
group ’Top_clay’ i 1 67 j 27 31 ;Vs 100 PI
30
group ’Sand’ i 68 85 ;Nevada sand
m mohr notnull group ’Bottom_clay’
m mohr notnull group ’Sand’
m mohr notnull group ’Top_clay’
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prop dens=1500 shear=183.4E6
bulk=397.37E6 notnull group
’Bottom_clay’
prop cohesion=300000.0e3 friction=0
notnull group ’Bottom_clay’

;-----------------------------------------------------;
solve
;-----------------------------------------------------;

prop dens=1500 shear=44.64e6
bulk=116.41e6 notnull group ’Sand’
prop cohesion=0 friction=35.0 notnull
group ’Sand’

;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
;GENERATION OF THE INITIAL
STRESS STATE - SATURATED SOIL
;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

prop dens=1500 shear=20.4E6
bulk=44.2E6 notnull group ’Top_clay’
prop cohesion=30e3 friction=0 notnull
group ’Top_clay’

initial ydisp=0
initial xdisp=0
initial xvel 0 yvel 0

struct prop 5001 e 10e11 a 0.005 I 1.041e8 dens 7750 thickness 0.005

set mechanical=on flow=off

;-----------------------------------------------------;
solve
;-----------------------------------------------------;

water bulk=0.0
;-----------------------------------------------------;
solve
;-----------------------------------------------------;
fix pp i=1
fix pp i=67
ini sat 0.0 j=31
fix sat j=31

;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
;GENERATION OF THE INITIAL PORE
PRESSURE
;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
initial ydisp=0
initial xdisp=0

;-----------------------------------------------------;
solve
;-----------------------------------------------------;

initial pp 150e3 var 0.0, -150e3
prop poros 0.5 perm 1e-8 notnull group
’Bottom_clay’
prop poros 0.5 perm 6.6e-6 notnull group
’Sand’
prop poros 0.5 perm 1e-8 notnull group
’Top_clay’
water bulk 2e9 density 1e3

;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
;SETTING K0 VALUES
;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
def i_stress
loop i (1,izones)
loop jj (1,jzones)
j = jzones - jj + 1

set mechanical=off flow=on
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if model(i,j) > 1 then
sxx(i,j)=k0*(syy(i,j)+pp(i,j))-pp(i,j)
szz(i,j)=k0*(syy(i,j)+pp(i,j))-pp(i,j)
else
syy(i,j) = 0.0
end_if
end_loop
end_loop
end
set k0 0.5
i_stress

;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
initial ydisp=0
initial xdisp=0
initial xvel 0 yvel 0
unmark
mark i=77 j=16
mark i=78 j=16
mark i=79 j=16
mark i=80 j=16

;-----------------------------------------------------;
solve
;-----------------------------------------------------;

mark i=83 j=13
mark i=83 j=12
mark i=83 j=11
mark i=83 j=10

;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
;ASSIGNING PROPERTIES FOR FINN
;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

mark i=83 j=9
mark i=83 j=8
mark i=83 j=7
mark i=80 j=4
mark i=79 j=4
mark i=78 j=4
mark i=77 j=4
mark i=76 j=4
mark i=75 j=4
mark i=74 j=4

m finn notnull group ’Sand’
prop dens=1500 shear=44.64e6
bulk=116.41e6 notnull group ’Sand’
prop cohesion=0 friction=35.0 notnull
group ’Sand’ ;NO POROSITY
PERMEABILITY ASSIGNED
prop poros 0.5 perm 6.6e-6 notnull group
’Sand’

mark i=71 j=7
mark i=71 j=8
mark i=71 j=9
mark i=71 j=10
mark i=71 j=11
mark i=71 j=12
mark i=71 j=13

prop ff_switch=1 notnull group ’Sand’
prop ff_c1=0.8 notnull group ’Sand’
prop ff_c2=0.5 notnull group ’Sand’
prop ff_c3=0.00 notnull group ’Sand’
prop ff_latency=1000000 notnull group
’Sand’
set ncwrite=50

mark i=74 j=16
mark i=75 j=16
mark i=76 j=16
mark i=77 j=16

;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
;GENERATION OF THE INITIAL
STRESS STATE - PIPELINE
EXCAVATION

m null reg 76 11
struct node 1 grid 77,16
struct node 2 grid 78,16
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struct node 3 grid 79,16

struc liner begin node 6 end node 7 seg 1
prop 5001
struc liner begin node 7 end node 8 seg 1
prop 5001
struc liner begin node 8 end node 9 seg 1
prop 5001
struc liner begin node 9 end node 10 seg 1
prop 5001
struc liner begin node 10 end node 11 seg 1
prop 5001
struc liner begin node 11 end node 12 seg 1
prop 5001
struc liner begin node 12 end node 13 seg 1
prop 5001
struc liner begin node 13 end node 14 seg 1
prop 5001
struc liner begin node 14 end node 15 seg 1
prop 5001
struc liner begin node 15 end node 16 seg 1
prop 5001
struc liner begin node 16 end node 17 seg 1
prop 5001
struc liner begin node 17 end node 18 seg 1
prop 5001
struc liner begin node 18 end node 19 seg 1
prop 5001
struc liner begin node 19 end node 20 seg 1
prop 5001
struc liner begin node 20 end node 21 seg 1
prop 5001
struc liner begin node 21 end node 22 seg 1
prop 5001
struc liner begin node 22 end node 23 seg 1
prop 5001
struc liner begin node 23 end node 24 seg 1
prop 5001
struct liner begin node 24 end node 1 seg 1
prop 5001

;struct node 1 grid 80,16
struct node 4 grid 83,13
struct node 5 grid 83,12
struct node 6 grid 83,11
struct node 7 grid 83,10
struct node 8 grid 83,9
struct node 9 grid 83,8
struct node 10 grid 83,7
;struct node 1 grid 80,4
struct node 11 grid 79,4
struct node 12 grid 78,4
struct node 13 grid 77,4
struct node 14 grid 76,4
struct node 15 grid 75,4
struct node 16 grid 74,4
;struct node 1 grid 71,7
struct node 17 grid 71,8
struct node 18 grid 71,9
struct node 19 grid 71,10
struct node 20 grid 71,11
struct node 21 grid 71,12
struct node 22 grid 71,13
;struct node 122 grid 74,16
struct node 23 grid 75,16
struct node 24 grid 76,16
;struct node 1 grid 77,16
struc liner begin node 1 end node 2 seg 1
prop 5001
struc liner begin node 2 end node 3 seg 1
prop 5001
struc liner begin node 3 end node 4 seg 1
prop 5001
struc liner begin node 4 end node 5 seg 1
prop 5001
struc liner begin node 5 end node 6 seg 1
prop 5001

;-----------------------------------------------------;
solve
;-----------------------------------------------------;
set mechanical=off
set flow=on
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water bulk=10000
water density=1000

apply_gap_press
;-----------------------------------------------------;
solve
;-----------------------------------------------------;

;-----------------------------------------------------;
solve
;-----------------------------------------------------;

;-----------------------------------------------------;
solve
;-----------------------------------------------------;

;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
;SETTING GAP PRESSURE- PIPELINE
;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

;-----------------------------------------------------;
;FISH FUNCTIONS
;-----------------------------------------------------;
;-----------------------------------------;
call functions_sgp.dat
;-----------------------------------------;
;-----------------------------------------------------;
;HISTORIES
;-----------------------------------------------------;
history 1 dytime

set flow=off
water bulk=0.0
set mechanical=on
apply pressure 80e5 from 77,16 to 78,16
apply pressure 80e5 from 78,16 to 79,16
apply pressure 80e5 from 79,16 to 80,16
apply pressure 80e5 from 83,12 to 83,13
apply pressure 80e5 from 83,12 to 83,11
apply pressure 80e5 from 83,11 to 83,10
apply pressure 80e5 from 83,10 to 83,9
apply pressure 80e5 from 83,9 to 83,8
apply pressure 80e5 from 83,8 to 83,7
apply pressure 80e5 from 80,4 to 79,4
apply pressure 80e5 from 79,4 to 78,4
apply pressure 80e5 from 78,4 to 77,4
apply pressure 80e5 from 77,4 to 76,4
apply pressure 80e5 from 76,4 to 75,4
apply pressure 80e5 from 75,4 to 74,4
apply pressure 80e5 from 71,7 to 71,8
apply pressure 80e5 from 71,8 to 71,9
apply pressure 80e5 from 71,9 to 71,10
apply pressure 80e5 from 71,10 to 71,11
apply pressure 80e5 from 71,11 to 71,12
apply pressure 80e5 from 71,12 to 71,13
apply pressure 80e5 from 77,16 to 76,16
apply pressure 80e5 from 76,16 to 75,16
apply pressure 80e5 from 75,16 to 74,16

history 2 unbal
hist 6 read Thesis_motion_Gilroy.txt
hist write 6 table 6
his nstep 400
;-----------------------------------------;
call histories_sgp.dat
;-----------------------------------------;
;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
;DYNAMIC PART
;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

set echo off
call apply_gap_press.fis
set y_wtab=15 tuncen_x=15.0
tuncen_y=12.0

set dyn=on
initial ydisp=0
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initial xdisp=0
ini dy_damp hyst default -0.85 1.4 notnull
group ’Bottom_clay’
ini dy_damp hyst default -3.0 0.6 notnull
group ’Sand’
ini dy_damp hyst default -1.4 1 notnull
group ’Top_clay’

set=large
water bulk=2e9
set fpcoeff=0.001 ;WHAT DOES IT DO?
prop ff_latency=50 notnull group ’Sand’

apply xacc 1.0 hist table 6 i 1 67 j 1
apply yacc 0.0 hist table 6 i 1 67 j 1

set dy_damp=rayl 0.03 8.27
set step 1000000000
solve dytime 15
save sgp_20.sav

set corr_ffrot on
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